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Section 1: INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA) has provided a grant in the amount of US 
$909,039 to the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (“IMM” or the “Grantee”) in accordance with 
a grant agreement dated December 22, 2020 (the “Grant Agreement”). The Grantee seeks 
Technical Assistance (“TA”) for the development of a plan to expand data center and disaster 
recovery infrastructure and to establish an Analytics Center of Excellence (“ACoE”).   The Grant 
Agreement is attached as Appendix 3 for reference.  The Grantee is soliciting technical proposals 
from qualified U.S. firms to provide expert consulting services to perform the Technical 
Assistance. 

1.1 BACKGROUND SUMMARY 

IMM leads public administration for a city of more than 16 million people. IMM oversees a vast 
array of municipal functions and requires the latest generation of information technology 
infrastructure and tools to effectively manage it operations and run efficiently.  The recently 
elected Mayor, Ekrem İmamoğlu, is prioritizing data-driven policy and is overseeing a digital 
transformation of IMM.   

IMM seeks to upgrade its digital infrastructure to address the municipality’s growing computing 
and data management requirements.  The proposed TA would provide IMM with a technical plan 
to upgrade its existing data center, develop a data center on the Asian side of the city, and 
develop a disaster recovery data center.  In addition the TA would develop a strategy for 
establishing an Analytics Center of Excellence to introduce advanced data science and facilitate 
data-driven policy making in Istanbul.  Portions of a background Definitional Mission are 
provided for reference in Appendix 2.   

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the TA is to expand, modernize, and build resiliency into the Istanbul 
Metropolitan Municipality’s data management infrastructure and administrative tools through 
expansion of the European data center, development of a new data center and a disaster recovery 
data center.  In addition, the TA would equip the Municipality with a strategy for the 
establishment of an Analytics Center of Excellence.  The ACoE would support human capacity 
development and support data-driven public policy decision-making.   

The Terms of Reference (TOR) for this Technical Assistance are included as Annex I to the Grant 
Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 to this RFP. 

1.3 PROPOSALS TO BE SUBMITTED 

The Grantee is soliciting technical proposals from which it will select a qualified U.S. firm to 
deliver the Technical Assistance.  The administrative and technical requirements as detailed 
throughout the Request for Proposals (RFP) will apply.  Specific proposal format and content 
requirements are detailed in Section 3. 
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The amount for the contract has been established by a USTDA grant of US$909,039 The USTDA 
grant of $909,039 is a fixed amount.  Accordingly, COST will not be a factor in the evaluation 
and therefore, cost proposals should not be submitted.  Upon detailed evaluation of technical 
proposals, the Grantee shall select one firm for contract negotiations.   
 
1.4 CONTRACT FUNDED BY USTDA 
 
In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Grant Agreement, USTDA has provided a grant 
in the amount of US$909,039 to the Grantee.  The funding provided under the Grant Agreement 
shall be used to fund the costs of the contract between the Grantee and the U.S. firm selected by 
the Grantee to perform the TOR.  The contract must include certain USTDA Mandatory Contract 
Clauses relating to nationality, taxes, payment, reporting, and other matters.  The USTDA 
nationality requirements and the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses are contained in Annex II 
of the Grant Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 to this RFP.  In no event will the amounts 
contributed by USTDA for the Technical Assistance exceed the amount of the Grant Funds.  
Payment to the Contractor selected will be made directly by USTDA on behalf of the Grantee with 
the Grant Funds provided under this Grant Agreement.   
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Section 2: INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFERORS 
 
2.1 PROJECT TITLE 
 
The project is called Turkey: Istanbul Digital Transformation.  
 
2.2 DEFINITIONS 
 
Please note the following definitions of terms as used in this RFP. 
 

The term "Request for Proposals" means this solicitation of a formal technical proposal, 
including qualifications statement. 
The term "Offeror" means the U.S. firm, including any and all subcontractors, which 
responds to the RFP and submits a formal proposal and which may or may not be successful 
in being awarded this procurement. 

2.3 DEFINITIONAL MISSION REPORT  
 
USTDA sponsored a Definitional Mission to address technical, financial, sociopolitical, 
environmental and other aspects of the proposed project.  Portions of the report are attached at 
Appendix 2 for background information only.  Please note that the final and authoritative TOR 
referenced in the report are included as Annex I to the Grant Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 
to this RFP. 
 
2.4 EXAMINATION OF DOCUMENTS 
 
Offerors should carefully examine this RFP.  It will be assumed that Offerors have done such 
inspection and that through examinations, inquiries and investigation they have become 
familiarized with local conditions and the nature of problems to be solved during the execution of 
the Technical Assistance.  
 
Offerors shall address all items as specified in this RFP.  Failure to adhere to this format may 
disqualify an Offeror from further consideration. 
 
Submission of a proposal shall constitute evidence that the Offeror has made all the above 
mentioned examinations and investigations, and is free of any uncertainty with respect to 
conditions which would affect the execution and completion of the Technical Assistance. 
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2.5 PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE 
 
The  Technical Assistance will be funded under a grant from USTDA.  The total amount of the 
grant is not to exceed US $909,039.  
 
2.6 RESPONSIBILITY FOR COSTS 
 
Offeror shall be fully responsible for all costs incurred in the development and submission of the 
proposal.  Neither USTDA nor the Grantee assumes any obligation as a result of the issuance of 
this RFP, the preparation or submission of a proposal by an Offeror, the evaluation of proposals, 
final selection or negotiation of a contract.   
 
2.7 TAXES 
 
Offerors should submit proposals that note that in accordance with the USTDA Mandatory 
Contract Clauses, USTDA grant funds shall not be used to pay any taxes, tariffs, duties, fees or 
other levies imposed under laws in effect in the Host Country. 
 
2.8 CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
The Grantee will preserve the confidentiality of any business proprietary or confidential 
information submitted by the Offeror, which is clearly designated as such by the Offeror, to the 
extent permitted by the laws of the Host Country. 
 
2.9 ECONOMY OF PROPOSALS 
 
Proposal documents should be prepared simply and economically, providing a comprehensive yet 
concise description of the Offeror's capabilities to satisfy the requirements of the RFP.  Emphasis 
should be placed on completeness and clarity of content. 
 
2.10 OFFEROR CERTIFICATIONS 
 
The Offeror shall certify (a) that its proposal is genuine and is not made in the interest of, or on 
behalf of, any undisclosed person, firm, or corporation, and is not submitted in conformity with, 
and agreement of, any undisclosed group, association, organization, or corporation; (b) that it has 
not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other Offeror to put in a false proposal; (c) that 
it has not solicited or induced any other person, firm, or corporation to refrain from submitting a 
proposal; and (d) that it has not sought by collusion to obtain for itself any advantage over any 
other Offeror or over the Grantee or USTDA or any employee thereof. 
 
2.11 CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR PARTICIPATION 
 
Only U.S. firms are eligible to participate in this tender.  However, U.S. firms may utilize 
subcontractors from the Host Country for up to 20 percent of the amount of the USTDA grant for 
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specific services from the TOR identified in the subcontract. USTDA’s nationality requirements, 
including definitions, are detailed in the Grant Agreement in Appendix 3.   
 
2.12 LANGUAGE OF PROPOSAL 
 
All proposal documents shall be prepared and submitted in English, and only English.  
 
2.13 PROPOSAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
 
FOR ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS, USE THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGE 
 
Proposals shall be submitted exclusively in electronic form, via e-mail attachment(s) to 
erol.ozguner@ibb.gov.tr. Electronic copies (in English, PDF files preferred) of your proposal 
must be received at the above e-mail address no later than 16:00 EST/EDT (00:00 
TRT/UTC+3:00) on February 5, 2021.  Offerors shall not use file hosting services or external 
links for electronic submission.  The maximum attachment size is 20 MB, so if the files are 
larger than 20 MB, please send multiple e-mails.  
 
2.14 LABELING 
 
Proposals submitted electronically must be clearly labeled, including the contact name and the 
name of the project. 
 
2.15 OFFEROR’S AUTHORIZED NEGOTIATOR 
 
The Offeror must provide the name, title, address, telephone number, e-mail address and fax 
number of the Offeror’s authorized negotiator.  The person cited shall be empowered to make 
binding commitments for the Offeror and its subcontractors, if any. 
 
2.16 AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE 
 
The proposal must contain the signature of a duly authorized officer or agent of the Offeror 
empowered with the right to bind the Offeror. 
 
2.17 EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF PROPOSAL 
 
The proposal shall be binding upon the Offeror for NINETY (90) days after the proposal due date, 
and Offeror may withdraw or modify this proposal at any time prior to the due date upon written 
request, signed in the same manner and by the same person who signed the original proposal. 
 
2.18 EXCEPTIONS 
 
All Offerors agree by their response to this RFP announcement to abide by the procedures set forth 
herein.  No exceptions shall be permitted. 
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2.19 OFFEROR QUALIFICATIONS 
 
As provided in Section 3, Offerors shall submit evidence that they have relevant past experience 
and have previously delivered advisory,  Technical Assistance and/or other services similar to 
those required in the TOR, as applicable. 
 
2.20 RIGHT TO REJECT PROPOSALS 
 
The Grantee reserves the right to reject any and all proposals.  
 
2.21 PRIME CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY 
 
Offerors have the option of subcontracting parts of the services they propose.  The Offeror's 
proposal must include a description of any anticipated subcontracting arrangements, including the 
name, address, and qualifications of any subcontractors.  USTDA nationality provisions apply to 
the use of subcontractors and are set forth in detail in Annex II of the Grant Agreement, attached 
as Appendix 3 to this RFP.  The successful Offeror shall cause appropriate provisions of its 
contract, including USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses, to be inserted in any subcontract funded 
or partially funded by USTDA grant funds. 
 
2.22 AWARD 
 
The Grantee shall make an award resulting from this RFP to the best qualified Offeror, on the basis 
of the evaluation factors set forth herein. The Grantee reserves the right to reject any and all 
proposals received. 
2.23 COMPLETE SERVICES 
  
The successful Offeror shall be required to (a) provide local transportation, office space and 
secretarial support required to perform the TOR if such support is not provided by the Grantee; (b) 
provide and perform all necessary labor, supervision and services; and (c) in accordance with best 
technical and business practice, and in accordance with the requirements, stipulations, provisions 
and conditions of this RFP and the resultant contract, execute and complete the TOR to the 
satisfaction of the Grantee and USTDA.  By submitting a proposal, the Offeror understands and 
agrees that (i) the Terms of Reference in Annex I to the Grant Agreement (included herein in 
Appendix 3) must be completed as written; (2) the Offeror is responsible for completing the Terms 
of Reference as written; and (3)  the Offeror has the capacity to fully complete the Terms of 
Reference.  Per the terms of the contract, any modifications to the Terms of Reference are only 
valid if both the Grantee and USTDA pre-approve the changes in writing.   
 
2.24 INVOICING AND PAYMENT 
 
Deliverables under the contract shall be delivered on a schedule to be agreed upon in a contract 
with the Grantee.  The Contractor may submit invoices to the designated Grantee Project Director 
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in accordance with a schedule to be negotiated and included in the contract.  After the Grantee’s 
approval of each deliverable and associated invoice, the Grantee will forward the invoice to 
USTDA.  Upon receipt of a valid, Grantee-approved invoice, USTDA shall make its disbursement 
of the grant funds directly to the U.S. firm in the United States.  USTDA’s receipt and processing 
of the invoice does not constitute approval, validation or endorsement by USTDA of the 
deliverable(s).  Payment by USTDA also does not constitute approval or endorsement of the 
quality of work performed by the Contractor or Subcontractors, or confirmation or agreement by 
USTDA that the work was performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract, 
the Terms of Reference for the Technical Assistance or the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses.  
USTDA reserves the right to audit the books, records, and other documentation for the Technical 
Assistance as described in USTDA’s Mandatory Contract Clauses to the Contract. USTDA may 
require additional information, such as deliverables, before remitting payment.  The last payment 
shall not be disbursed until the Final Report is approved by the Grantee and USTDA.  All payments 
by USTDA under the Grant Agreement will be made in U.S. currency.  Detailed provisions with 
respect to invoicing and disbursement of grant funds are set forth in the USTDA Mandatory 
Contract Clauses, Annex II of the Grant Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 to this RFP. 
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Section 3: PROPOSAL FORMAT AND CONTENT 

 

To expedite proposal review and evaluation, and to assure that each proposal receives the same 
orderly review, all proposals must follow the format described in this section. 

Proposal sections and pages shall be appropriately numbered and the proposal shall include a Table 
of Contents.  Offerors are encouraged to submit concise and clear responses to the RFP.  Proposals 
shall contain all elements of information requested without exception.  Instructions regarding the 
required scope and content are given in this section.  The Grantee reserves the right to include any 
part of the selected proposal in the final contract. 

The proposal shall consist of a technical proposal only.  A cost proposal is not required because 
the amount for the contract has been established by a USTDA grant of US $909,039 which is a 
fixed amount.  

Each proposal must include the following: 

Transmittal Letter, 
Cover/Title Page, 
Table of Contents, 
Executive Summary, 
Firm Background Information, 
U.S. Firm Information Form, 
Organizational Structure, Management Plan and Key Personnel, 
Technical Approach and Work Plan, and 
Experience and Qualifications. 

Detailed requirements and directions for the preparation of the proposal are presented below. 

3.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

An Executive Summary should be prepared describing the major elements of the proposal, 
including any conclusions, assumptions, and general recommendations the Offeror desires to 
make.  Offerors are requested to make every effort to limit the length of the Executive Summary 
to no more than five (5) pages. 

3.2 FIRM BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Offeror shall provide background information on the U.S. firm and any subcontractors, which 
may include company name, type of business structure, ownership/management team, location, 
company history, mission statement, products and services offered, objectives and a vision 
statement. 

3.3 U.S. FIRM INFORMATION FORM 
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A U.S. Firm Information Form in .pdf fillable format is attached at the end of this RFP in Appendix 
4.  The Offeror must complete the U.S. Firm Information Form and include the completed U.S. 
Firm Information Form with its proposal. 
 
3.4 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, MANAGEMENT PLAN, AND KEY 

PERSONNEL 
 
Describe the Offeror's proposed project organizational structure.  Discuss how the project will be 
managed including the principal and key staff assignments for this  Technical Assistance.  Identify 
the Project Manager who will be the individual responsible for this project.  The Project Manager 
shall have the responsibility and authority to act on behalf of the Offeror in all matters related to 
the  Technical Assistance. 
 
Provide a listing of personnel (including subcontractors) to be engaged in the project, including 
both U.S. and local subcontractors, with the following information for key staff:  position in the 
project; pertinent experience, curriculum vitae; other relevant information.  If subcontractors are 
to be used, the Offeror shall describe the organizational relationship, if any, between the Offeror 
and the subcontractor.   
 
A workforce schedule and the level of effort for the project period, by activities and tasks, as 
detailed under the Technical Approach and Work Plan shall be submitted.  A statement confirming 
the availability of the proposed project manager and key staff over the duration of the project must 
be included in the proposal.   
 
3.5 TECHNICAL APPROACH AND WORK PLAN 
 
Describe in detail the proposed Technical Approach and Work Plan (the “Work Plan”).  Discuss 
the Offeror’s methodology for completing the project requirements.  Include a brief narrative of 
the Offeror’s methodology for completing the tasks within each activity series.  Begin with the 
information gathering phase and continue through delivery and approval of all required reports. 
 
Prepare a detailed schedule of performance that describes all activities and tasks within the Work 
Plan, including periodic reporting or review points, incremental delivery dates, and other project 
milestones. 
 
Based on the Work Plan, and previous project experience, describe any support that the Offeror 
will require from the Grantee.  Detail the amount of staff time required by the Grantee or other 
participating agencies and any work space or facilities needed to complete the  Technical 
Assistance. 
 
3.6 EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Provide a discussion of the Offeror's experience and qualifications that are relevant to the 
objectives and TOR for the  Technical Assistance.  If a subcontractor(s) is being used, similar 
information must be provided for the prime and each subcontractor firm proposed for the project.  
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The Offeror shall provide information with respect to relevant experience and qualifications of key 
staff proposed. The Offeror shall include letters of commitment from the individuals proposed 
confirming their availability for contract performance. 

As many as possible but not more than six (6) relevant and verifiable project references must be 
provided for each of the Offeror and any subcontractor, including the following information: 

Project name, 
Name and address of client (indicate if joint venture), 
Client contact person (name/ position/ current phone and fax numbers), 
Period of Contract, 
Description of services provided, 
Dollar amount of Contract, and 
Status and comments. 

Offerors are strongly encouraged to include in their experience summary primarily those projects 
that are similar to the  Technical Assistance as described in this RFP. 

3.7 SUBMISSION OF RFP QUESTIONS 

Prospective Offerors may submit questions related to the content of this RFP to:RFP@ustda.gov.  
The deadline for submitting questions shall be February 1, 2021, 3:00PM, EST/EDT (23:00 
TRT/UTC+03:00).  The email subject line must read: “RFP Question: Turkey: Istanbul Digital 
Transformation (2021-21003A)” 

 Questions received by any other means shall not be accepted. 

mailto:RFP@ustda.gov
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Section 4: AWARD CRITERIA 
 
 
Individual proposals will be initially evaluated by a Procurement Selection Committee of 
representatives from the Grantee.  The Committee will then conduct a final evaluation and 
completion of ranking of qualified Offerors.  The Grantee will notify USTDA of the best qualified 
Offeror, and USTDA shall review the submission and qualifications of the Offeror to ensure 
compliance with USTDA requirements.  If USTDA issues a no-objection letter, the Grantee shall 
promptly notify all Offerors of the award and negotiate a contract with the best qualified Offeror.  
If a satisfactory contract cannot be negotiated with the best qualified Offeror, negotiations will be 
formally terminated.  Negotiations may then be undertaken with the second most qualified Offeror 
and so forth. 
 
The selection of the Contractor will be based on the following criteria:  
 

 
Criteria Points 
Firm Technical Capability and Past Performance 40 

Technical Proposal 30 
Personnel and Project Team 30 
Total 100 

 
1. Firm Technical Capability and Past Performance  

• Past performance with IT enterprise architecture (20 points)  
• Past performance with data center design (10 points) 
• Past performance with IT planning for public sector clients (10 points)  

 
2. Technical Proposal  

• Technical approach and methodology for IMM IT infrastructure (15 points) 
• Technical approach for Analytics Center of Excellence (15 points) 

 
3. Personnel and Project Team  

• Experience of the Project Manager (10 points) 
• Expertise of the remaining Team personnel (20 points) 

 
 

Based on the tasks and sub tasks included in the TOR, at least the following key team members 
will be required:  
 

• Project Leader/Enterprise Architect 
• Senior Consultant 
• Senior Consultant 
• Data Analytics Expert 
• Business Analyst 
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The key team members should have extensive professional experience in their respective 
disciplines, as well as appropriate educational backgrounds.  The desired experience for each key 
team member is as follows: 

 
Project Leader / Enterprise Architect -- The Project Leader should have 20+ years’ 
experience in enterprise network design and business management with a demonstrated 
track record working with public sector organizations.  The Project Leader should have 
comprehensive experience with computing, storage, networking, and enterprise 
applications.  The Project Leader should have experience in public sector projects 
including facilitating workshops and planning sessions between government departments 
and stakeholders, synthesizing information from multiple technical teams, and leading 
delivery of advisory recommendations.  Optimally the Project Leader will hold vendor-
neutral professional certifications, such as TOGAF. 
 
Senior Consultant – Experience should include at least 15 years’ diverse IT planning 
roles and management roles, with specific expertise in enterprise computing systems, 
applications, and digital transformation of business processes.  The Senior Consultant 
should have demonstrated capability in client-facing advisory services for public sector 
clients. 
 
Senior Consultant – Experience should include at least 15 years’ in data center planning, 
management and operations for enterprise or public sector clients.  The Data Center 
Consultant should be proficient in technology system definition and procurement for on-
premises cloud data centers, preferably in a public sector context.  The Senior Consultant 
should have demonstrated capability in client-facing advisory services for public sector 
clients. 
 
Data Analytics Expert – Experience should include at least 7 years’ experience with 
predictive analytics and big data applications and relevant experience designing or 
leading an Analytics Center of Excellence.  The Data Analytics Expert should have 
demonstrated capability in client-facing advisory services for public sector clients. 
 
Business Analyst – Experience should include at least 10 years’ experience in IT 
assessment, planning, and financial modeling.   

  
Proposals that do not include all requested information shall be considered non-responsive. 

 
Price will not be a factor in contractor selection. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 1 
 
 

PROJECT SYNOPSIS 
 
  



 

 
TURKEY: ISTANBUL DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

 
The Grantee invites submission of qualifications and proposal data (collectively referred to as 
the "Proposal") from interested U.S. firms that are qualified on the basis of experience and 
capability to execute technical assistance (“TA”) for the development of a plan to expand 
data center and disaster recovery infrastructure and to establish an Analytics Center of 
Excellence (“ACoE”). 
 
Project Background 

IMM leads public administration for a city of more than 16 million people. IMM oversees a 
vast array of municipal functions and requires the latest generation of information technology 
infrastructure and tools to effectively manage it operations and run efficiently.  The recently 
elected Mayor, Ekrem İmamoğlu, is prioritizing data-driven policy and is overseeing a digital 
transformation of IMM.   

IMM seeks to upgrade its digital infrastructure to address the municipality’s growing 
computing and data management requirements.  The proposed TA will provide IMM with a 
technical plan to upgrade its existing data center, develop a data center on the Asian side of 
the city, and develop a disaster recovery data center.  In addition the TA will develop a 
strategy for establishing an ACoE to introduce advanced data science and facilitate data-
driven policy making in Istanbul.   
 
The objective of the TA is to expand, modernize, and build resiliency into the Istanbul 
Metropolitan Municipality’s data management infrastructure and administrative tools through 
expansion of the European data center, development of a new data center and a disaster 
recovery data center.  In addition, the TA will equip the Municipality with a strategy for the 
establishment of an Analytics Center of Excellence.  The ACoE will support human capacity 
development and support data-driven public policy decision-making.   
 
About the Grantee 
 
The sponsor for the Project is the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (“IMM”).  IMM has 
85,000 employees and 30 subsidiary companies, which produce large amounts of data for the 
municipality to process.  IMM’s CIO, Erol Özgüner, will serve as the project manager for the 
TA and lead the follow-on project implementation, with the Directorate of Electronic 
Systems and Isttelkom also serving as key stakeholders.  The Directorate of Electronic 
Systems is a division within IMM’s IT department that is responsible for overseeing the 
municipality’s electronic systems, including data centers.  Isttelkom is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of IMM that manages IMM’s data center operations.  Isttelkom manages the 
technical infrastructure on a day-to-day basis and also manages its own fiber network and 
would provide communications links between the data center facilities.  
 
 
 
 



 

About the Technical Assistance 

The proposed Technical Assistance addresses two complementary areas of digital 
transformation within the municipality.  The first aspect of the TA involves the development 
of a technical plan to expand IMM’s European data center, construct a data center on the 
Asian side of Istanbul, construct a disaster recovery data center, and develop a 
commercialization strategy.  The overall objective of this aspect of the TA is to introduce 
greater resiliency and redundancy into IMM’s digital infrastructure as well as strengthen 
disaster preparedness. 

Specifically, this aspect of the TA will involve defining IMM’s overall technical strategy for 
ever-evolving computer processing requirements, i.e., to establish IMM’s enterprise 
architecture.  The TA will focus on forecasting future application frameworks, which could 
include IoT, edge computing, video image processing, and big data processing.  In addition, 
the TA will assist in preparing a procurement tender, which will outline the following: 
expansion of  IMM’s existing European data center with virtualization in a private cloud or a 
cloud on IMM premises; development of a new data center on the Asian side of Istanbul; and 
creation of a new IMM disaster recovery data center in a third city.  In addition, the TA will 
develop a future-looking services strategy and roadmap for IMM to offer data center 
managed services to its subsidiary companies, other municipalities, and third parties.  

In parallel, the second aspect of the TA will provide IMM with a comprehensive sustainable 
plan and organizational structure for an ACoE.  The plan will include a vision and mission 
for an ACoE as well as technology requirements and an implementation timeline.  The 
objective of the ACoE is to accelerate digital transformation across IMM departments and 
subsidiaries by leveraging big data insights into management processes.    
 
The U.S. firm selected will be paid in U.S. dollars from a $909,039 grant to the Grantee from 
the U.S. Trade and Development Agency. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

APPENDIX 2 
 
 

PORTIONS OF BACKGROUND DEFINITIONAL MISSION REPORT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

A. Executive Summary  
 

The Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (IMM) leads public administration for one of the 
world’s largest cities.  With a population topping 16 million, 85,000 public sector employees, 
an annual budget of TL 25.9 billion ($3.5 billion), and direct ownership of 30 subsidiary 
companies – including six of Turkey’s largest Fortune 500 firms – IMM is a vast, diverse and 
complex enterprise that requires latest-generation information technology infrastructure and 
tools to operate efficiently.   
 
Under Istanbul’s progressive, technocratic mayor, Ekrem İmamoğlu, IMM seeks to promote 
data-driven policy and decision-making through adoption of artificial intelligence, data 
analytics, and upskilling of public sector human resources.  The municipality’s ambitious 
digital transformation agenda depends on deploying expanded and resilient computing 
capacity and adopting best practices for data analysis and digital governance. 
 
IMM’s existing data center located in the European side of the city is at full capacity and 
requires urgent expansion.  An additional data center will be added on the Asian side of the 
city, and both facilities will be networked over time with a third disaster recovery data center 
in a city outside of Istanbul for increased resiliency and security.  IMM intends to make its 
expanded capacity available to its operating subsidiaries, to other municipalities, and to third 
parties.   
 
In addition to modernizing its enabling digital infrastructure, IMM will introduce an 
Analytics Center of Excellence (ACoE) to improve its ability to apply advanced AI and data 
analytics solutions in policy making, including IMM’s Transportation and Traffic Excellence 
Pilot Project supported by USTDA.  As Turkey’s leading city, solutions adopted in Istanbul 
will be replicated throughout the country. 
 

“Project”:  The Project to be implemented is a Technical Assistance to plan expansion 
of IMM’s data center and disaster recovery infrastructure and to define an ACoE. 

 
“Technical Assistance”:  The proposed Technical Assistance would provide IMM 
with a technical plan to expand its European data center, plan an Asian data center, 
plan a disaster recovery data center, and develop a commercialization strategy for 
IMM to resell data center services to its subsidiary companies, other municipalities, 
and third parties.  In addition, the TA would develop a strategy for introducing an 
ACoE to introduce advanced data science and facilitate data-driven policy making in 
Istanbul.   

 
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality is the sponsor and Grantee for the Istanbul Data Center 
and Analytics Center of Excellence Technical Assistance.  The Project is expected to be 
awarded through a competitive tender. 
 
The proposed Technical Assistance has a total budget of $909,939. 
 
 
 



 

B. Project Description 
 
IMM seeks USTDA support to develop a technical plan to expand and upgrade its data center 
facilities and prepare specifications for a procurement tender.  In parallel, IMM seeks support 
for introducing an Analytics Center of Excellence to catalyze adoption of digital 
technologies, AI, and predictive analytics in public sector management.   
 
Data Center Expansion 
 
IMM is pursuing an aggressive digital transformation agenda and plans to upgrade its enabling 
information infrastructure to address the municipality’s growing computing and data management 
requirements.  IMM seeks to improve computing resiliency, availability, and uptime by upgrading data 
center capacity, connectivity, and disaster recovery facilities.  Upgrading the data center will enable 
IMM to lower operational costs, improve security, manage real-time data administration, and establish 
common technology platforms.  The Project is viewed as a “quick win” in IMM’s modernization 
effort and a fundamental building block toward digital transformation and data-driven policy making.   
 
IMM needs to rapidly expand its data center facility for several reasons: 
 

• Lack of capacity.  The European data center, located in an IMM building in the Başakşehir 
district and covering approximately 960 square meters, is estimated to be operating at 95% 
capacity.  It is unable to accommodate anticipated growth in IMM’s processing requirements. 

• Lack of redundancy.  IMM needs to establish an additional  “hot site”1 data center to provide 
business continuity in the event of a major system outage or natural disaster.  A second, hot 
site data center would enable data, applications, database, network routing and other functions 
to be mirrored between facilities.  See the representative figure. No such redundancy is in 
place today.      

Hot Site Distributed Data Center 

Source:  Cisco 

 
1 “A hot site is a real-time replication of an existing network environment. All data generated and stored at the 
primary site is immediately replicated and backed up at the disaster recovery site. Hot sites typically involve 
managed hosting with a colocation data center. Since the network environment is a fully live mirror of the 
primary network, it requires ongoing management and oversight.” https://www.vxchnge.com/blog/hot-site-vs-
cold-site#:~:text=A%20hot%20site%20is%20a,with%20a%20colocation%20data%20center. 

https://www.vxchnge.com/blog/fault-tolerance-vs-high-availability
https://www.vxchnge.com/blog/hot-site-vs-cold-site#:%7E:text=A%20hot%20site%20is%20a,with%20a%20colocation%20data%20center
https://www.vxchnge.com/blog/hot-site-vs-cold-site#:%7E:text=A%20hot%20site%20is%20a,with%20a%20colocation%20data%20center


 

• Disaster resilience.  Istanbul is at high risk of a catastrophic earthquake event.  Damage to the 
current data center, which is a single point of failure, could cripple city operations. 

• Disaster Recovery.  Today IMM does not have a disaster recovery facility designed to restore 
capabilities in the event of a partial or catastrophic failure.   

• Data growth.  IMM’s processing and storage requirements are expected to skyrocket with 
increased use of video in urban management, from traffic cameras to real time situation 
monitoring, as well as a significant increase in data sensors and collection devices.   

• Big Data.  IMM has begun to introduce AI, predictive analytics and big data tools through the 
Transportation and Traffic Excellence Pilot Project with USTDA.  Huge data sets that have 
been stored in data siloes will be extracted through computational analytics, requiring a 
substantial increase in computer processing power and expanded storage capacity. 

• Internet of Things.  IMM expects to aggressively introduce IoT applications across many 
aspects of its operations, including up to 13 million smart meters at IGDAS (Gas); 
transportation and traffic sensors at Metro Istanbul (mass transit); İSBAK (transportation 
security); İSTTELKOM (telecom infrastructure); İSTAÇ (environmental protection 
and waste processing); İSPARK (smart parking), and others.  IoT requires a new 
information processing architecture to facilitate access to real time device data. 

• Open Data.  IMM is committed to information transparency and making public data available 
to anyone to instantly review, compare, visualize, analyze, and share data.  IMM launched its 
Open Data Portal in early 2020 that manages and makes public over 120 datasets amounting 
to 50 GB of raw data.1  The Open Data policy is an important aspect of building transparency 
and participatory democracy, and a key tool for assuring compliance with Turkey’s Law on 
the Protection of Personal Data (KVKK). 

• Scalable solutions.  In addition to meeting its own internal IT requirements, IMM intends to 
provide data center services to its 30 subsidiary companies.  IMM also plans to make available 
data center services to other municipalities, particularly to cities led by aligned political parties. 

The first five tasks of the proposed Project TOR identify IMM’s data center needs.  A key aspect of the 
work is defining the enterprise architecture – the overall technical strategy for IMM’s evolving 
computer processing requirements.  This is a difficult process that must forecast future application 
frameworks such as millions of computing endpoints from IoT; edge computing, which pushes 
processing power to many smaller locations (for example, micro data centers); video image 
processing; a huge increase in big data processing requirements; and greater resiliency and 
redundancy, including strengthening disaster preparedness.  The technical tasks also include 
preparation of a procurement tender, a future-looking services strategy, and a financial analysis.   
 
IMM’s existing European data center will be configured as a conventional data center with 
virtualization in a private or premises cloud (public cloud services are restricted by the government).  
IMM’s current data center maintains 119 racks of 42u cabinets; 24 racks of 22u cabinets; and 50 

 
1 https://data.ibb.gov.tr/en/about  

https://data.ibb.gov.tr/en/about


 

pieces of non-standard cabinet spaces.  Installed power usage capacity is 1600 kva with 1000 
kva UPS power, with average consumption of 3.6 Kw per cabinet.  IMM is currently using 
data center equipment from leading U.S. vendors including Dell/EMC, Cisco, HPN and 
Oracle.  The following is a schematic of the facility floorplan: 
 
The data center hosts physical computing presence for IMM itself as well as the following 
organizations: 

• Istanbul Water and Sewerage Administration (İSKİ) 
• Istanbul Electric Tramway and Tunnel Company (IETT) 
• Istanbul Gas Company (İGDAŞ) 
• BELBIM Electronic Money and Payment Services Inc (BELBİM A.Ş.) and  
• Istanbul Waste Management Company (İSTAÇ A.Ş.).   
 

In addition, it hosts two physical and virtual machine tenants1:  
• Metro İstanbul A.Ş. – IMM light rail company  
• Ağaç A.Ş. – IMM parks and landscaping company 

 
and a total of 18 virtual machine tenants:   

• Boğaziçi Yönetim A.Ş. – IMM facilities management company 
• İstanbul Halk Ekmek A.Ş. – IMM bread bakery company 
• İSPER A.Ş.—IMM social services company 
• İstanbul Ulaşım A.Ş. – IMM public transport company 
• UGETAM A.Ş. – IMM certification and testing company 
• Kültür A.Ş. – IMM arts calendar 
• BELTUR A.Ş. – IMM tourism company 
• Hamidiye A.Ş. – IMM water company 
• İSBAK A.Ş. – IMM information systems and smart city management company 
• Enerji A.Ş. – IMM energy distribution company 
• İSPARK A.Ş. – IMM parking company 
• İSTGÜVEN A.Ş. – IMM public safety 
• Şehir Hatları A.Ş. – IMM ferry company 
• Esenler Municipality – Municipal district of Istanbul 
• Spor İstanbul A.Ş. – IMM sports facilities company 
• İSTON A.Ş. – IMM concrete company 
• İSFALT A.Ş. – IMM asphalt company, and  
• Arneca Teknoloji – private software and web services company. 

 
The Asian facility will be built in an existing IMM building that will be retrofitted for data center use; 
IMM expressed that a suitable existing structured has been identified.  The data center is expected to 

 
1 Further IMM company details here:  https://www.ibb.istanbul/CorporateUnit/Detail/164 



 

cover an estimated 500 square meters and house approximately 1500 servers.  Installed power usage 
may be about 320 kva plus 200 kva UPS power, for an average of 3.6 Kw per Cabinet. 
 
Between the two facilities, IMM expects to add up to 15 petabyte data capacity, of which at least 
3 PD is needed for municipal capacity alone. 
 
The disaster recovery facility in either Ankara or Izmir will also be new construction.  Selection of a 
location for the remote disaster recovery facility in a third city will be made by IMM in consultation 
with the other municipalities. 
 
IMM intends to follow an aggressive timeline to build the new data center facilities and the TOR 
reflects this aspiration. 
 
Analytics Center of Excellence 
Just as new data center facilities are essential to IMM’s operations and business continuity, 
IMM must also establish the institutional capacity to manage the explosion of data through 
advanced data analytics, AI, and data-driven policy making. Toward this end, IMM plans to 
stand up an Analytics Center of Excellence to support its digital transformation vision and 
introduce more efficient public sector management.  IMM seeks to develop a comprehensive 
sustainable plan and organizational structure to scale data analytic methodologies and skills 
across municipal operations.    
 
The application and effective use of analytics requires more than just technology – and in 
fact, technology may be the easiest part.  The greater challenge is understanding how 
advanced data analytics can support the vision of the organization and, equally, how to 
prepare staff and business processes to become data driven.   
 
An ACoE can be summarized as an internal organization 
that has a specific focus of promoting the use of analytics 
to achieve business objectives. It is a central point for 
developing and evolving the analytic infrastructure, 
promoting collaboration and analytic best practices.1 
ACoE’s bring together employees from disparate 
disciplines and provide them with shared resources and 
facilities. They allow organizations to assemble a wide 
range of expertise for interdisciplinary collaboration that 
also provide training, best practices, resources for big 
data collaboration and an environment that establishing a 
feedback loop of competency.2 
 
While every organization’s requirements for an ACoE are unique, an ACoE is typically 
responsible for:  

 
1 How to Establish an Analytical Center of Excellence to Maximize the Value from Your Data and Analytics 
Investment, http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings10/173-2010.pdf 
2 Data Collaboration:  The Case for Analytics Centers of Excellence, https://www.latentview.com/blog/data-
collaboration-the-case-for-analytics-centers-of-excellence/ 

http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings10/173-2010.pdf
https://www.latentview.com/blog/data-collaboration-the-case-for-analytics-centers-of-excellence/
https://www.latentview.com/blog/data-collaboration-the-case-for-analytics-centers-of-excellence/


 

• Setting a vision for data analytics including AI.  For example, what are IMM’s goals 
for data-driven decision making? How can data analytics support policy objectives?   

• Defining the technology blueprint.  Which tools and capabilities are required to 
establish the ACoE and evolve over time?  The ACoE will specify product 
recommendations for software and analytic tools and thus in a pivotal position to 
influence future software procurement. 

• Establishing standards.  How will types of data be identified, managed, and employed?  
How is data shared?  What are the key performance indicators needed to measure 
success?  How are successful projects promoted from a sandbox environment to 
production?  

• Leading the organization.  How can the ACoE become a catalyst for widespread 
adoption of data science within IMM?  How will the human resource skills 
centralized at the ACoE guide departmental teams? 

• Developing analytical best practices and fostering analytic competency in support of 
business processes and priorities. 

• Identifying use-cases for data driven “quick wins” and promoting internal champions 
of effective data analytics solutions.  

• Continuously developing and improving user skills and analytical talent.1 

 
For IMM specifically, the planned ACoE will seek to: 

• Accelerate digital transformation across municipal departments and subsidiaries;  
• Establish a culture for data-driven analysis and policy making; 
• Encourage holistic planning and inter-departmental collaboration; 
• Leverage big data insights in management processes; 
• Increase operational efficiencies and reduce costs; and, 
• Increase transparency and public accountability through more effective data sharing. 

 
The TA would provide planning support to establish the ACoE vision and mission, 
organizational structure, technology requirements and implementation plan.   
 

C. Project Sponsor’s Capabilities and Commitment 
 
The sponsor for the Project is the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality.  Istanbul’s Mayor, 
Ekrem İmamoğlu, is considered a technocrat and keen to embrace digital innovation and 
data-driven policy making to improve IMM’s internal operations and expand smart city 
services for citizens.  Mayor İmamoğlu is reported to be a passionate advocate for digital 

 
1 https://hbr.org/2019/01/how-to-set-up-an-ai-center-of-excellence https://www.keyrus.consulting/blog/whats-
an-analytics-center-of-excellence 

https://hbr.org/2019/01/how-to-set-up-an-ai-center-of-excellence
https://www.keyrus.consulting/blog/whats-an-analytics-center-of-excellence
https://www.keyrus.consulting/blog/whats-an-analytics-center-of-excellence


 

transformation and is especially enthusiastic about introducing data science and applied 
analytics in support of public sector management.  The DM’s understanding is that he 
appreciates the importance of updating and modernizing the municipality’s IT infrastructure, 
and fully and personally endorses establishment of the ACoE. 
 
The political executive team is strongly matched by IMM’s Chief Information Office (CIO) 
and project owner, Erol Özgüner, a savvy and can-do technical executive with 
comprehensive management experience, including as head of operations for Turkcell.  Based 
on experience in many countries and ICT projects, the DM believes the combination of 
political commitment and technical expertise of the IMM team is “as good as it gets” in 
public sector. 
 
Both the data center and ACoE will fall under the direct purview of the Electronic System 
Directorate, which reports to the CIO. 
 
IMM today manages one data center in its European side offices and is currently evaluating 
possible sites on the Asia side for redundancy and expansion.  The Asian site is likely to be 
an existing building owned by the municipality that will be refit and customized for data 
center operations.   
 
IMM’s data center operations are managed by Isttelkom,1 IMM’s wholly-owned subsidiary 
with a staff of 150 manages the technical infrastructure on a day-to-day basis.  Isttelkom was 
established to satisfy IMM needs “in the field of information technologies and electronic 
communications…and offers uninterrupted, economical, efficient, reliable data center 
services with high standards and advanced technology to Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality 
units, affiliates and other public institutions.”  The data center provides IMM, its subsidiaries 
and private enterprises with Tier III data center services, including hosting, private cloud, co-
location, firewall and storage.  Isttelkom also owns and manages its own dark fiber network 
and will provide communications links between the data center facilities.  Isttelkom is thus a 
significant stakeholder in the Project, under the CIO’s direction.  The DM had several 
meetings with Isttelkom’s General Manager, Nihat Narin, who also serves as CEO of the 
Istanbul Investment Agency.2  Mr. Narin enthusiastically supports the project, including the 
effort to extend data center services and capacity to other municipalities aligned with the 
Mayor’s coalition. 
 
In addition to the two data centers in Istanbul proper, IMM intends to deploy a redundant 
disaster recovery data center in a third city, in cooperation with local city authorities.  While 
the site scope, plan or selection is not complete at the time of this report, possible locations 
include Ankara and Izmir.  A high capacity and secure network will link the facilities. 
 

 
 

 

 
1 https://isttelkom.istanbul/en/home/ 
2 https://istanbulinvestmentagency.istanbul/ 

https://isttelkom.istanbul/en/home/


 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 3 
 
 

USTDA GRANT AGREEMENT, INCLUDING TERMS OF REFERENCE AND 
MANDATORY CONTRACT CLAUSES  



USTOA 
U.S. TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

GRANT AGREEMENT 

This Grant Agreement is entered into between the Government of the United States of America, 
acting through the U.S. Trade and Development Agency ("USTDA"), and the Istanbul 
Metropolitan Municipality {the "Grantee"). USTDA and the Grantee are each referred to herein 
as a "Party", and collectively as the ''Parties". USTDA agrees to provide the Grantee, subject to 
the terms and conditions of this Grant Agreement for services amounting to nine hundred and nine 
thousand and thirty-nine United States Dollars (US $909,039) ("Grant Funds") for the technical 
assistance (the "TA") related to the proposed Istanbul Digital Transformation (the "Project'') in 
Turkey {the "Host Country"). 

1. USTDA Grant Funding 

The Grant Funds to be provided by USTDA under this Grant Agreement shall be used to fund the 
costs of a contract between the Grantee and the U.S. firm to be selected by the Grantee (the 
"Contractor") (the "Contract"), under which the Contractor will deliver the TA. In no event will 
the amounts contributed by USTDA for the TA exceed the amount of the Grant Funds. Payment 
to the Contractor will be made directly by USTDA on behalf of the Grantee with the Grant Funds 
provided under this Grant Agreement. 

2. Terms of Reference 

The terms ofreference for the TA (the "Terms of Reference") are attached as Annex I to this Grant 
Agreement. The TA will involve expansion of the Municipality's existing data center and 
development of a new data center and disaster recovery :facility, as well as the development of plan 
for an Analytics Center of Excellence ("ACoE"). The Grantee shall include these Terms of 
Reference for the TA as Annex I to the Contract. 

The Grantee acknowledges and understands that the Contractor's performance of the TA must 
comply with the entirety of the Terms of Reference, and any modification of the Terms of 
Reference set forth in Annex I to the Contract or deviation from their terms must be approved in 
writing by USTDA in accordance with the procedures for amendments or other modifications 
under the Contract. The Grantee acknowledges and understands that any performance by the 
Contractor of work not included in, or not in compliance with, the Terms of Reference, or any 
failure by the Contractor to perform any work set forth under the Terms of Reference (in 
compliance with those terms), will be ineligible for approval or payment, absent an amendment or 
other modification in accordance with such procedures. Consequently, the Grantee shall not 
approve any Contractor work performed under the Contract that does not comply with or that 
otherwise is not in accordance with the Terms of Reference. The Grantee acknowledges and 
understands that any failure to obtain prior written approval for any modifications or deviations 
from the Terms of Reference may result in forfeiture by the Contractor of payment for work 
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performed that is not in compliance with the Terms of Reference and/or a significant delay in 
payment of the final invoice. 

3. Standards of Conduct 

USTDA and the Grantee recognize the existence of standards of conduct for public officials and 
commercial entities in their respective countries. Therefore, USTDA and the Grantee shall fully 
comply with all United States and Host Country laws relating to corruption or bribery, and shall 
not directly or indirectly provide, offer or promise to provide money or anything of value to any 
public official in violation of any United States or Host Country laws relating to corruption or 
bribery. 

4. Grantee Responsibilities 

The Grantee shall use its best efforts to (a) promptly reply to notices and other communications, 
requests for information and requests for approvals of Invoices or other documents submitted to 
it by the Contractor or USTDA, (b) provide reasonable support for the Contractor, such as local 
transportation, office space and secretarial support, and (c) promptly notify USTDA in the event 
that the Grantee (i) no longer seeks to pursue the Project or complete the TA and/or (ii) would 
like to terminate this Grant Agreement. 

S. Contract Matters and USTDA's Rights as Financier 

(A) Grantee Competitive Selection Procedures 

Selection of the Contractor shall be carried out by the Grantee according to its established 
procedures for the competitive selection of contractors, with advance notice of the procurement 
published online through Federal Business Opportunities (www.fedbizopps.gov). Upon request, 
the Grantee shall submit these contracting procedures and related documents to USTDA for 
information and/or acceptance. 

(B) USTDA's Right to Object to Contractor Selection 

The Grantee shall notify USTDA at the address of record set forth in Article 15 below upon 
selection of the Contractor to deliver the TA. USTDA shall then review the Grantee's selection 
of Contractor, and ifUSTDA does not object to Grantee's selection, USTDA shall so notify the 
Grantee by issuing a ''no objection" letter. Upon receipt of USTDA's "no objection" letter, the 
Grantee shall (i) notify in writing the selected Contractor that its proposal has been accepted by 
the Grantee, and (ii) notify in writing the U.S. firms that submitted unsuccessful proposals to 
deliver the TA that they were not selected. The Grantee shall then use commercially reasonable 
efforts to negotiate a Contract with the Contractor for the delivery of the TA. 

(C) USTDA's Right to Approve Contract Between Grantee and Contractor 

(1) Contract 
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USTDA will provide to the Grantee an electronic copy ofUSTDA's standard contract form, and 
the Grantee shall, in conjunction with the Contractor, utilize this standard contract form as the 
basis for drafting the Contract. Once the Contract has been negotiated between the Grantee and 
the Contractor, the Grantee shall transmit to USTDA ( or shall request that the Contractor transmit 
to USTDA on the Grantee's behalf) a final negotiated draft version of the Contract in an editable 
electronic format for USTDA review at the email address set forth in Article 15 below. USTDA 
shall advise the Grantee and the Contractor as to whether the draft Contract is ready for execution, 
on the understanding that USTDA's approval may be contingent upon certain modifications being 
made to the Contract. 

(2) Amendments and Assignments of the Contract 

The Grantee understands and acknowledges that no amendment or other modification to the 
Contract ( or any annex to the Contract) shall be valid unless formally agreed upon in a written 
instrument signed by the Grantee and the Contractor and approved by USTDA in a signed approval 
letter. The Grantee or the Contractor may submit any proposed amendment or other modification 
to the Contract, including any proposed amendment or other modification to any Contract annex, 
or any proposed assignment of the Contract, to USTDA for review and comment at the address set 
forth in Article 15 below. 

(D) USTDA Not a Party to the Contract 

The Parties understand and agree that USTDA as a financing entity reserves to itself certain rights 
under the Contract, including, but not limited to: (i) the right to approve the terms of the Contract 
and any amendments to the Contract, including assignments, the selection of the Contractor and 
all Subcontractors, the Terms of Reference, the Final Report, and any and all documents related to 
the Contract or any Subcontract funded under this Grant Agreement, (ii) the right to require the 
parties to the Contract to suspend performance of the Terms of Reference upon reasonable prior 
written notice to such parties, and upon Contractor's receipt of such written notice, any further 
work performed in connection with the Terms of Reference will be at the Contractor's risk, (iii) 
the right to suspend disbursements of Grant Funds under Clause 3 of the Contract upon reasonable 
prior written notice to the parties to the Contract, and (iv) the right to demand, upon written notice 
to the Contractor, a refund from the Contractor of an appropriate amount of any Grant Funds that 
have been previously disbursed to the Contractor under Clause 3 of the Contract in the event that 
(a) the Contractor or any Subcontractor fails to comply in all material respects with the Terms of 
Reference or the terms and conditions of the Contract (including the Mandatory Contract Clauses 
attached to the Contract), or (b) the Contract and/or the TA is terminated, and the amount of Grant 
Funds disbursed to the Contractor prior to such termination exceeds the value of the work 
performed under the Contract in accordance with its terms. 

The Parties further understand and agree that USTDA, in reserving any or all of the foregoing 
rights, has acted solely as a financing entity to ensure the proper use of United States Government 
funds, and that any decision by USTDA to exercise or refrain from exercising these rights will be 
made as a financier in the course of funding the TA and will not be construed as making USTDA 
a party to the Contract. The Parties understand and agree that USTDA may, from time to time, 
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exercise the foregoing rights, or discuss matters related to these rights and the Project with the 
parties to the Contract or to any Subcontract, jointly or separately, without thereby incurring any 
responsibility or liability to such parties. Any approval or failure to approve by USTDA will not 
bar the Grantee or USTDA from asserting any right that it might have against the Contractor, or 
relieve the Contractor of any liability which the Contractor might otherwise have to the Grantee 
orUSTDA. 

(E) Grant Agreement Controlling 

Regardless of USTDA approval, the rights and obligations of any party to the Contract or any 
Subcontract thereunder must be consistent with this Grant Agreement (including Annex I and 
Annex II). In the event of any inconsistency between this Grant Agreement and the Contract or 
any Subcontract funded by this Grant Agreement, this Grant Agreement shall control. 

(F) Subcontractors and Subcontracts 

For purposes of this Grant Agreement, (a) the term "Subcontractor" means an individual, 
corporation, partnership or other legal entity having a contract, purchase order or other agreement 
with the Contractor or with any other Subcontractor for delivery of any part of the TA, and (b) the 
term "Subcontract" means any such contract, purchase order or other agreement with a 
Subcontractor. 

6. Disbursement Procedures 

(A) USTDA Approval of Contract Required 

USTDA will make disbursements of Grant Funds directly to the Contractor only after USTDA 
approves the Grantee' C ntract with the Contractor. 

(B) Contractor Invoice Requirements 

For purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term "Invoice" means any invoice submitted (or to be 
submitted) to USTDA by either the Grantee or the Contractor for payment of Grant Funds. The 
Grantee shall not approve any Invoice submitted to it by the Contractor unless such Invoice, and 
all work performed by the Contractor ( or any Subcontractor) in connection with such Invoice, 
complies with the Terms of Reference and the Mandatory Contract Clauses. Following review 
and approval by the Grantee of any Invoices submitted by the Contractor under the Contract, the 
Grantee may request disbursement of funds by USTDA to the Contractor for delivery of the TA 
by submitting such approved Invoices in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Mandatory 
Contract Clauses. 

7. Effective Date 

The effective date of this Grant Agreement {the ''Effective Date") shall be the date of signature by 
both Parties or, if the Parties sign on different dates, the date of the last signature. In the event that 
only one signature is dated, such date shall constitute the Effective Date. 
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8. TA Schedule 

(A) TA Completion Date 

The Parties' estimated completion date for the TA is set forth in Clause K(l) of the Mandatory 
Contract Clauses. 

(B) Time Limitation on Disbursement of USTDA Grant Funds 

Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, (i) no Grant Funds may be disbursed under this Grant 
Agreement for goods and services which are provided prior to the Effective Date, and (ii) no Grant 
Funds may be disbursed other than during the period set forth in Clause K(2) of the Mandatory 
Contract Clauses. 

9. USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses 

The Contract to be funded under this Grant Agreement shall include the USTDA Mandatory 
Contract Clauses set forth in Annex II to this Grant Agreement (the "Mandatory Contract 
Clauses"). The Grantee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that the Contractor 
complies with the Mandatory Contract Clauses in all material respects and shall promptly notify 
USTDA of any breach of the Mandatory Contract Clauses on the part of the Contractor of which 
the Grantee becomes aware. 

10. Nationality, Source and Origin 

For purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term ''U.S. Firm" means: 

(i) a privately owned firm or partnership that is formed, incorporated or organized in the 
U.S., with its principal place of business in the U.S., and which is: 

(a) more than fifty percent (50%) owned by U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens 
lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States; or 

(b) satisfies each of the following criteria: 

(1) has been incorporated or organized in the U.S. for more than three (3) years 
prior to the issuance date of the request for proposals; 

(II) has performed similar services in the U.S. for that three (3) year period; 
(lil) employs U.S. citizens in more than half of its permanent full-time positions 

in the U.S.; and 
(IV) has the existing capability in the U.S. to perform the work in question; or 

(ii) a nonprofit organization that is incorporated in the U.S. and managed by a governing 
body, a majority of whose members are U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence in the United States. 
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In addition, the term "Source" means the country from which a shipment is made, and the term 
"Origin" means (x) the place of production of a good, whether through manufacturing, assembly 
or otherwise, or (y) the place from which delivery of a service is administered, as applicable. 

Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, the following provisions shall govern the delivery of 
goods and professional services funded by Grant Funds under this Grant Agreement: 

(A) the Contractor and all Subcontractors that are legal entities must be U.S. Firms; 

(B) all natural persons who deliver any part of the TA as the Contractor, as a Subcontractor, or 
as an employee of the Contractor or any Subcontractor, in each case, must be (i) U.S. citizens, (ii) 
non-U.S. citizens lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, or (iii) non-U.S. 
citizens lawfully admitted to work in the United States; 

(C) notwithstanding the provisions of Articles lO(A) and lO(B), up to twenty percent (20%) of 
the Grant Funds may be used to pay for work performed in connection with the TA by (i) 
Subcontractors that are organized as legal entities under the laws of the Host Country, and/or (ii) 
natural persons working as a Subcontractor, or as employees of the Contractor or any 
Subcontractor, in each case, who are citizens of the Host Country; 

(D) a Host Country Subcontractor may only be used for specific services from the Terms of 
Reference identified in the Subcontract; 

(E) no part of the Grant Funds disbursed in connection with the delivery of the TA may be used 
to pay (i) any legal entity that is incoiporated or organized under the laws of a jurisdiction other 
than one of the United States or the Host Country, or (ii) a natural person who is a citizen of a 
country other than the United States (except as expressly provided in Article lO(B)) or the Host 
Country; and 

(F) goods purchased for the delivery of the TA and associated delivery services {e.g., 
international transportation and insurance) must have their nationality, Source and Origin in the 
United States; provided, however, that goods and services incidental to TA support (e.g., local 
lodging, food and transportation) in the Host Country are not subject to the foregoing restrictions. 

11. Taxes 

Grant Funds provided under this Grant Agreement shall not be used to pay any taxes, tariffs, duties, 
fees or other levies imposed under laws in effect in the Host Country, except for taxes of a de 
minimis nature imposed on local lodging, food, transportation or aitport arrivals or departures. The 
Grantee may not seek reimbursement from USTDA for any such taxes, tariffs, duties, fees or other 

levies. 

12. USTDA Project Evaluation 
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The Parties shall cooperate to ensure that the pmposes of this Grant Agreement are accomplished. 
For five (5) years following receipt by USTDA of the Final Report (the ''Evaluation Period"), the 
Grantee agrees to respond to any reasonable inquiries from USTDA about the status of the Project. 
Inquiries will include, but will not be limited to, (a) whether the Final Report recommendations 
have been or will be used to implement the Project, (b) the anticipated Project implementation 
timeline, ( c) the likely sources of financing for the Project, and ( d) the sources of procurements 
supporting implementation of the Project. In addition, the Grantee agrees to notify USTDA any 
time the Grantee selects a new primary contact person for the Project during the Evaluation Period. 

13. Grantee Recordkeeping and Audit 

The Grantee agrees to maintain books, records and other documents relating to the TA, the 
Contract and this Grant Agreement adequate to demonstrate implementation of its responsibilities 
under this Grant Agreement and the Contract, including the selection of the Contractor and 
Subcontractors, receipt and approval of Contract deliverables, and approval or disapproval of 
Invoices for payment by USTDA. Such books, records and other documents shall be separately 
maintained for a period of three (3) years after the date of the final disbursement by USTDA. The 
Grantee shall afford USTDA or its authorized representatives the opportunity at reasonable times 
to review such books, records and other documents relating to the TA, the Contract and this Grant 
Agreement. 

14. Representation of Parties 

For all pmposes relevant to this Grant Agreement, the Government of the United States of America 
will be represented by the U.S. Ambassador to the Host Country or USTDA, and the Grantee will 
be represented by its Chief Information Officer at the address of record set forth in Article 15 
below. The Parties may, by written notice to the other Party, desjgnate additional representatives 
for all pmposes under this Grant Agreement. 

15. Addresses of Record for Parties 

Any notice, request, document or other communication submitted by either Party to the other under 
this Grant Agreement shall be in writing or sent through an electronic medium that produces a 
tangible record of the transmission, such as a facsimile or email message, and will be deemed duly 
given or sent when delivered to such Party at the following address of record, as applicable: 

(A) For the Grantee: 

To: 
Title: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Fax: 
Email: 

Erol Ozgiiner 
Chief Information Officer 
Hac1ahmet Mh. Muhsin Y az1oglu Cd. No: 1 
34440 Beyoglu I iSTANBUL 
+90 212 449 45 20 
+90 212 449 50 20 
erol.ozguner@ibb.gov.tr 
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(B) For USTDA: 

To: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Fax: 
Email: 

U.S. Trade and Development Agency 
1101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1100 
Arlington, VA 22209-2275 
USA 
(703) 875-4357 
(703) 997-2392 
MENA_ Europe@ustda.gov 

All such communications shall be in the English language, unless the Parties otherwise agree in 
writing. In addition, the Grantee shall provide the Commercial or Economic Section of the U.S. 
Embassy in the Host Country with a copy of each notice, request, document or other 
communication sent to USTDA. 

Any communication relating to this Grant Agreement shall include the following fiscal data: 

Appropriation No.: 
Activity No.: 
Reservation No.: 
Grant No.: 

16. Implementation Letters 

11 21/22 1001 
2021-21003A 
2021023 
1131PL21GH21023 

To assist the Grantee and the Contractor in the implementation of the TA, USTDA may, from time 
to time, issue implementation letters that will provide additional information about matters covered 
by this Grant Agreement or correct immaterial errors. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, USTDA may issue implementation letters, among other reasons, to: (a) extend the 
estimated completion date set forth in Clause K{l) in Annex II, (b) extend the availability period 
of Grant Funds set forth in Clause K(2) in Annex II, ( c) change the fiscal data set forth in Article 
15, (d) change a Party's address ofrecord or point of contact, (e) make immaterial changes to the 
Terms of Reference, and (f) correct scrivener's errors. The Parties may also use jointly agreed 
upon implementation letters to confinn, clarify and/or record their mutual understanding of matters 
covered by this Grant Agreement. 

17. Amendments and Assignments of this Grant Agreement 

Either Party may submit to the other Party at any time a proposed amendment to this Grant 
Agreement (including Annex I and Annex II). Any proposed amendment to this Grant Agreement 
will be effective only if it has been signed by both Parties. Any proposed assignment of this Grant 
Agreement must be approved by both Parties in writing in order to be effective. 

18. Termination 

(A) Termination Events 
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Either Party may terminate this Grant Agreement at any time by giving the other Party prior written 
notice thereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing provision, if the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets 
Control determines that either of the Grantee or the government of the Host Country has acted in 
violation of any sanctions laws or executive orders established by the United States Government, 
this Grant Agreement will terminate immediately without need for further action or notice on the 
part of either Party. 

(B) EffectofTermination 

The termination of this Grant Agreement will end any obligations of the Parties to provide :financial 
or other resources for the TA (including, without limitation, any obligation ofUSTDA to provide 
the Grant Funds), except for payments that may be made by USTDA to the Contractor pursuant to 
Clause H of the Mandatory Contract Clauses set forth in Annex II to this Grant Agreement. This 
Article and Articles 5, 11, 12, 13, and 20 of this Grant Agreement shall survive termination of this 
Grant Agreement. 

19. Waiver 

No provision of this Grant Agreement may be modified, waived or discharged unless such 
modification, waiver or discharge is agreed to in writing and signed by each Party. No waiver by 
either Party of any breach of, or of compliance with, any condition or provision of this Grant 
Agreement by the other Party will be considered a waiver of any other condition or provision or a 
waiver of the same condition or provision at another time. No delay in exercising any right or 
remedy accruing to either Party in connection with this Grant Agreement shall be construed as a 
waiver of such right or remedy. 

20. U.S. Technology and Equipment 

By funding the TA, USTDA seeks to promote the Project objectives of the Host Country through 
the use of U.S. technology, goods and services. In recognition of this pwpose, the Grantee agrees 
that it will allow U.S. suppliers to compete in the procurement of technology, goods and services 
needed for Project implementation. 

21. Governing Law 

This Grant Agreement is governed by, and construed in accordance with, the applicable laws of 
the United States of America. In the absence of applicable federal law, the laws of the State of 
New York shall apply. 

22. Counterparts; Language 

This Grant Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, 
but all of which together shall constitute one and the same Grant Agreement. Counterparts may 
be delivered via email or other transmission method and any counterpart so delivered shall be 
deemed to be valid and effective for all pwposes. This Grant Agreement may be executed in two 
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or more languages, but in the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the English language 
version of this Grant Agreement and any other version, the English language version of this Grant 
Agreement will control. 

[THE REMAINDER OF TIDS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFf BLANK] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, by signing below, each of the signatories hereby certifies that it is a 
duly authorized representative of the applicable Party, and the Parties, each acting through its duly 
authorized representative, have caused this Grant Agreement to be signed in their names and 
delivered as of the date written below. 

For the Government of the United States 

of America: 

By: 

Date: 

Annex I-Terms of Reference 

Annex II -USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses 

For the Istanbul Metropolitan 
Municipality: 

By: 

Date: 

Erol Ozgilner 
CIO, Istanbul Metropolitan 
Municipality 

[Date] .2.£ /I� /:i,oQ..O12/22/2020

Todd J. Abrajano, COO, performing
the functions and duties of the Director



Annex I 

Terms of Reference 

Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (IMM) is accelerating digital transformation of the city's 
operations and services by modernizing its information technology platforms, improving 
resiliency and disaster recovery, and introducing advanced data analytics capacity. IMM seeks 
USTDA support to develop a comprehensive technical plan to upgrade its European data center; 
plan a new Asian data center; plan a new disaster recovery site; and introduce a managed 
services framework to offer shared data center services to IMM subsidiary companies, other 
municipalities, and third parties. In addition, in pursuance of IMM' s strategic intention to 
introduce data-driven solutions for city administration, IMM plans to create an Analytics Center 
of Excellence (ACoE) to ensure business alignment and operational efficiency by applying 
advanced data analytics techniques. The intention of this Technical Assistance ("TA") is to 
support IMM in planning new data center capacity and to prepare the organizational design and 
strategy for the ACoE. The following Terms of Reference (''TOR") specifies a management 
consulting activity to advise IMM on data center design, best practices, technology requirements, 
financing strategies, data analytics management, and other topics. 

Any meetings or other actions or work set forth under these Terms of Reference that are indicated 
to occur in-person, on-site or otherwise in a specified location may, if agreed by both the Grantee 
and the Contractor (and with advance notice to and written agreement from USTDA, see below), 
be conducted remotely, including online, by teleconference, by videoconference, or by other 
means, provided that the Contractor shall clearly document in the corresponding deliverable report 
the date on which such agreement was reached and approved by USTDA, and shall describe the 
alternative means of accomplishing the relevant work, along with the rationale for such decision. 

Further, if the Grantee and the Contractor propose to apply such a change to any tasks or subtasks 
in part (i.e., to change portions of a task/subtask from in-person to remote, while maintaining other 
portions as in-person, including the "breaking up" of a task or subtask in order to separate remote 
from in-person work), then: (i) the Grantee and/or the Contractor shall notify USTDA in advance 
of such a proposal, and USTDA may, in its discretion, approve of such proposal and formalize the 
proposed modification through an implementation letter to the Contract; and (ii) USTDA may, at 
its discretion, modify the Payment Schedule under the Contract in order to separate such remote 
and in-person work into separate payments, as appropriate, again through an implementation letter 
to the Contract. Notwithstanding the foregoing under this paragraph, USTDA reserves the right 
to make any appropriate adjustments to the total Grant Amount ( and therefore the Contract value) 
that may result from any such modifications. 

Task 1 Project Kick off 

Subtask 1.1: Information Request and Review. 
Prior to launching the project, the Contractor shall review publicly published strategic plans, 
reports, and news articles on the Istanbul IT environment in sufficient detail to establish a 
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baseline of market understanding of planned and ongoing initiative with respect to local 
operating conditions and trends. 

The Contractor shall prepare a Request for Information ("RFI") for submission to the Grantee for 
additional information and data in the Grantee's possession to inform the Contractor's execution 
of this terms of reference. The Grantee shall provide the Contractor with additional information, 
if available, within 7 calendar days. At minimum, the Grantee shall provide the Contractor with 
reports, policy studies, technical plans, network tests and audits and other documentation related 
to the enterprise architecture and operational resources at IMM. The Contractor shall review any 
additional relevant documentation furnished by the Grantee in response to the RFI and prepare 
for the kick-off meeting as per Subtask 1.3. 

Subtask 1.2: TA Workplan 
The Contractor shall develop a work plan ("Work Plan") for the TA and submit to the Grantee 
three days prior to the kick-off meeting. The Work Plan shall clearly define a program and 
schedule for accomplishing the tasks defined in these Terms of Reference (''TOR"). The Work 
Plan shall form the basis for monitoring the Contractor's progress and any deviation from the 
Work Plan. The Contractor shall monitor its progress as per the Work Plan and report any 
deviation or anticipated deviation from the Work Plan to the Grantee and USTDA. The Grantee 
shall review, comment, and approve the Work Plan. Accordingly, the Work Plan shall: 

• Establish a Project Management Office (PMO) that defines the organizational 
approach to the project that sets standards, expectations and work methods for 
reporting, documentation, communication and quality assurance standards between 
the Contractor team and the Grantee. At a minimum, the PMO plan shall determine 
the number and frequency of project management meetings and communications, and 
clearly identify change management plans and processes, milestones, key 

stakeholders, and responsible parties; 

• Identify the respective roles and responsibilities of all participants in each task 
including roles and responsibilities of the Grantee and key stakeholders; 

• Define and set up project management tools and software that will be employed 

throughout the execution of the project; 

• Define clear methodology for accomplishing the tasks defined in the TOR including a 
communication plan and the Contractor's projected travel schedule; 

• Identify change management plans and processes, including change management 
approvers and effects of changes to key tasks, milestones and human resources; 

• Identify information gaps in the Grantee's response to the Contractor's RFI, if any, 

and propose how the Contractor intends to collect the information required; 

• Outline specific work and process accommodations that may be necessary due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic; and, 
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• Prepare detailed schedule including key activities, milestones, and human resources 
for carrying out the tasks outlined in the TOR, which shall be prepared in Microsoft 

Project Manager or a similar software. 

Subtask 1.3 Kick-off Meeting 
Within 30 days of contract signing, the Contractor shall travel to Istanbul, Turkey to conduct a 
kick-off meeting with the Grantee; if pandemic-related travel restrictions are in effect, the 
Contractor shall conduct the meeting virtually. The Contractor shall introduce its team and 
review the TA objectives, which shall include analyses to be undertaken and a schedule of 
deliverables. The Grantee shall identify appropriate personnel and other relevant stakeholders to 
participate in the kick-off meeting. The parties shall also identify the appropriate staff from the 
Grantee to assist the Contractor during the TA. The Contractor shall be responsible for taking 
detailed meeting minutes. During the kick-off meeting, the Contractor, in consultation with the 
Grantee, shall identify key internal and external stakeholders for subsequent task activities. 

The Contractor shall provide the Grantee with a Draft Task 1 Report for review and comment. 
The Grantee shall provide comments, if any, on the draft report within fifteen calendar days of 
receiving it. The Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments, to the extent possible, 
and issue a final Task 1 Report within seven days of receiving the Grantee's comments. 

Task 1 Deliverables: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 1 {Task 1 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 1, 
including but not limited to: 

• Summary of the TA objectives and initial observations based on the data and information 

made available to the Contractor; 

• Copy of the RFI, including the Grantee's response to the RFI, as well as a list of all the 

documentation and information received for Task 1; 

• Detailed minutes of the kick-off meeting with the Grantee, including name, title, 
organization and contact information of all participants; 

• Revised Work Plan that incorporates feedback provided by the Grantee during the kick

off meeting; 

• Copy of the Contractor's proposed project timeline; and 

• List of internal and external stakeholders identified, including their names and contact 

information for discussions and interviews in subsequent tasks. 

Task 2 Situation Assessment 
In order to assure that the design of IMM' s data center expansion, disaster recovery capability 
and IT service strategy is informed by a deep understanding of IMM' s operational requirements, 
the Contractor shall conduct a comprehensive analytic assessment of IMM's current and planned 
business processes, which will be provided by the Grantee. The assessment shall be in sufficient 
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detail to recommend an enterprise architecture and detailed technical approach to enable IMM's 
planned business strategy. 

Subtask 2.1: Assess Operational Objectives 
The Contractor shall assess IMM's operational objectives for data center, storage, networking 
and other systems and services that address IMM's internal computing and application services 
requirements as well as computing and application services that IMM may offer to its subsidiary 
companies and to potential third-party customers and clients. The assessment shall consider 
IMM's European data center expansion, planned new Asian data center, and planned new 
Disaster Recovery data center. Topics to be covered shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following: 

• Private cloud and/or hybrid cloud computing 

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 

• Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 

• Data Management as a service (DMaaS) 

• Data Analytics as a service (DAaaS) 

• Edge Computing-as-a-service (ECaaS) 

• Other services to be determined. 

Subtask 2.2: IMM As-is Technical Assessment 
The Contractor shall prepare an in-depth assessment of the "As-is" information and 
communications technology (ICT) infrastructure and environment at IMM. The Contractor 
shall: 

• Assess IMM enterprise architecture and IT resources through document review and 
interviews and discussions with administrative leaders and technical teams. 

• Review infrastructure equipment audits and sununarize technical parameters, capacity 
and functions of existing platforms, applications and data management processes 

including, but not limited to: 

Edge Infrastructure 
Network Infrastructure 

System Infrastructure 
Data and Application Architecture 
Analytics Architecture 
Management Reporting Architecture 

• Inspect data center facilities for detailed technology and operational briefings. 

• Prepare consolidated inventory of IMM ICT assets and requirements. The Contractor 

shall prepare a summary inventory of the applications in use by IMM and specify the 
architectural requirements necessary for the proper support and functioning of these 
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applications. The Contractor shall identify which applications are considered 
"mission-critical" and/or utilize confidential data. 

Subtask 2.3: IMM As-Is Operational Assessment 
The Contractor shall assess IMM' s non-technological assets including business strategies, 
organizational capabilities, and regulatory environment that effect IMM's IT operations: 

• Perform high-level evaluation of IMM technical organizational structure, procedures 
and staff resources and benchmark according to international key performance 
indicators; 

• Assess IMM data policy and data governance model and recommend improvements; 

• Perform high-level evaluation of primary business applications currently running on 
IMM data center facilities and project future support requirements; 

• Assess current systems integration processes and procedures; and, 

• Analyze current IMM Total Cost of Ownership of computing, networking, and 
application management facilities. 

Subtask 2.4: Regulatory Assessment 
The Contractor shall assess Turkish government regulations and market conditions related to 
cloud computing in Turkey to determine implementation options for IMM. In making this 
assessment, the Contractor shall: 

• Analyze government laws, regulations and statues related to cloud computing, data 
collection and data privacy on IMM data center planning options and investments; 

• Conduct interviews with U.S. Cloud Services Providers to understand latest service 
offerings and market approaches that comply with Turkish law; and, 

• Make recommendations to IMM on the viability of implementing private, hybrid and 

public cloud solutions in its data center(s). 

The Contractor shall provide the Grantee with a Draft Task 2 Report for review and comments. 
The Grantee shall provide comments, if any, on the draft report within fifteen calendar days of 
receiving it. The Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments, to the extent possible, 
and issue a final Task 2 Report within seven days of receiving Grantee's comments. 

Task 2 Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 2 (Task 2 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 2. It 
shall include a written report that provides a detailed assessment ofIMM's operational priorities; 
as-is technological environment; and, as-is operational environment, including operating costs 
and regulatory constraints. The report shall be in sufficient technical detail to provide a 
comprehensive analysis of current and future enterprise architecture and data center service 
requirements. 
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Task 3 Enterprise Architecture 
Drawing upon the Task 2 findings, the Contractor shall develop a high-level Enterprise 
Architecture for IMM' s computing, storage and networking requirements and operational 
environment. The Enterprise Architecture shall include a forecast of anticipated applications and 
services, data management and workload requirements. The Contractor shall employ a design 
methodology that incorporates the Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) approach. 

Subtask 3.1: Enterprise Architecture Strategy 
The Contractor shall prepare a strategy for a federated on-premises private cloud to operate 
across IMM's European Data Center, Asian Data Center and Disaster Recovery facilities. The 
strategy shall be articulated in a Computing Infrastructure Concept Paper that provides technical 
diagrams, supporting analysis and narrative detail covering at a minimum the following topics: 

• Service level definitions, agreements and objectives; 

• Component business model including edge, systems, networks, security, data, 
analytics; 

• Resilience strategy and architecture for business continuity; and, 

• Other topics to be included by the Grantee. 

Subtask 3.2: Forecast Capacity Requirements and Growth 
Building upon the previous Subtasks, the Contractor shall prepare IMM usage projections and 
high-level forecasts for systems, network, storage, data capacity and any other technical 
requirements necessary for proper support and functioning of the IMM data center infrastructure 
over a five ( 5) year planning period. 

Subtask 3.3 Planning Workshop 
The Contractor shall: 

• Prepare a Powerpoint presentation that provides a detailed outline of Workshop 

content; 

• Conduct a planning Workshop with IMM stakeholders to share findings and 
pre1iminary recommendations, test assumptions, and achieve consensus with the 
Grantee on the going-forward strategy for detailed technical planning to be 

undertaken in Task 4; 

• Assemble meeting minutes from the Workshop with supporting analysis that 
summarizes key findings from the Workshop discussion; and, 

• Based on IMM feedback and review, finalize planning assumptions and Computing 

Infrastructure Concept Paper. 

The Contractor shall provide the Grantee with a Draft Task 3 Report for review and comments. 
The Grantee shall provide comments, if any, on the draft report within fifteen calendar days of 
receiving it. The Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments, to the extent possible, 
and issue a final Task 3 Report within seven days of receiving the Grantee's comments. 
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Task 3 Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 3 (Task 3 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 3. 
This shall specifically include: 

• Computing Infrastructure Concept Paper; 

• Capacity forecast; 

• Preparation of presentation materials and written summary of Workshop; and, 

• Task 3 Report summarizing task findings, observations, analyses, and 
recommendations. 

Task 4 IMM Data Center Design 
Based on Task 3 findings and consensus with the Grantee, the Contractor shall prepare a detailed 
system architecture and procurement specifications for IMM's data center platforms. The 
purpose of this task is to specify comprehensive design and engineering requirements for a) 
expansion of IMM' s Asian data center; b) construction of a new IMM ''hot site" Asian data 
center; and, construction of a new IMM Disaster Recovery data center. The Contractor shall 
develop an overall design plan based on the assumption that IMM will employ an on-premises 
private cloud computing :framework with the capability to service and/or join with other client 
computing resources. 

Subtask 4.1 Systems Architecture 
Based on the computational, storage and application requirements identified in the previous 
tasks, the Contractor shall propose the data center technology platforms needed to address 
IMM's IT requirements for each ofIMM's planned data center facilities: European data center, 
Asian data center, and Disaster Recovery data center. For each of the subtasks below, and for 
each of the three planned facilities, the Contractor shall swnmarize the operational requirements, 
technical performance specifications and recommended configuration over a 5-year planning 
period for: 

4.1.1 Edge Infrastructure 
4.1.2 Network Infrastructure 
4.1.3 System Infrastructure 
4.1.4 Data and Application Architecture 
4.1.5 Analytics Architecture 
4.1.6 Resilience Architecture 
4.1. 7 Support and Consulting Services 
4.1.8 Management Reporting Architecture 
4.1.9 Other platforms, systems, and services. 

Subtask 4.2 Data Center Recommended Layout 
For each of IMM' s data centers, the Contractor shall provide optimal facility management 
recommendations for the next 5 years based on the designed systems architecture. 
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Subtask 4.3 Implementation Plan 
The Contractor shall prepare an Implementation Plan that provides a detailed description of all 
work needed and human resources required to implement the Project. It will also identify and 
assess potential obstacles to Project implementation and recommend steps to mitigate barriers 
that could negatively impact the success of the Project. This Implementation Plan shall include, 
but not be limited to: 

• Detailed implementation roadmap, with narrative; 

• Project Management timeline; 

• Milestones and Key Performance Indicators; 

• Personnel, human resources and training requirements to complete and sustainable 
manage the project over time; 

• Recommended contracting and procurement methodologies; 

• Key risks and recommended mitigation strategies; and, 

• Other factors. 

Subtask 4.4 RFP Technical Definition 
Based on the Data Center design in Task 3 and Subtasks 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the Contractor shall 
prepare a Technical Description and equipment specification for IMM to issue a market-ready 
procurement tender. The Technical Definition shall conform to industry-standard detail to 
enable vendors to make a complete commercial bid according to IMM' s service expectations. 
The Technical Definition shall follow a vendor-neutral approach that does not give preference or 
privilege to any one vendor and accords to formatting guidelines to be provided by IMM. The 
Technical Description shall include at a minimum: 

• Project overview, including operating objectives and high-level parameters; 

• Precise technical specifications and parameters for data center equipment and services 
as outlined in Subtasks 4.1 and 4.2; 

• Operational considerations including installation and maintenance; and, 

• Other information as identified by IMM or the Contractor. 

4.4.1 Technical scoring criteria 
The Contractor shall prepare recommended scoring criteria and methodology 
for IMM to evaluate technical proposals. 
The Contractor shall define a best value procurement / lifecycle total cost of 

ownership scoring mechanism to evaluate financial proposals. 
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4.4.2 Recommended vendor terms and conditions 
The Contractor shall prepare technical recommendations and specific 
language to be included in vendor contracts related to non-conformity of 
performance and other requirements. 

The Contractor shall provide the Grantee with a Draft Task 4 Report for review and comments. 
The Grantee shall provide comments, if any, on the draft report within fifteen calendar days of 
receiving it. The Contractor shall incorporate Grantee comments, to the extent possible, and 
issue a final Task 4 Report within seven days of receiving comments. 

Task 4 Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 4 (Task 4 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 4, 
specififally including the draft tender System Architecture, Data Center Recommended Layout, 
RFP Technical Description, and Implementation Plan. 

Task 5 Managed Services 
The Contractor shall develop a high-level service product strategy and roadmap for IMM to offer 
data center managed services to its subsidiary companies, other municipalities, and third parties. 

Subtask 5.1 Managed Services Strategy and Roadmap 
The Contractor shall prepare a strategy and roadmap for IMM to offer managed services from 
the new platforms to be introduced at IMM's data centers: 

• Develop managed services syndication and commercialization strategy; 

• Recommend infrastructure and application service products; 

• Prepare high-level market requirements through interviews with IMM stakeholders; 

and, 

• Identify organizational improvements and administrative functions needed to support 
managed services strategy. 

Subtask 5.2 Service Offers and Packages 
The Contractor shall develop product definitions for up to three data center managed services 
that IMM can offer in the first year of expanded data center operations. 

• Identify priority services from those identified in Subta k 2.1 

• Prepare product and service descriptions according to industry best practices 

• Specify technical and operational requirements to develop service products 

• Recommend methodology to set service package pricing 

• Develop timeline for service introduction. 

Subtask 5.3 Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
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The Contractor shall recommend detailed terms and conditions for SLAs related to procurements 
of data center platforms and services: 

5.3.1 IMM Internal SLAs 
The Contractor shall recommend international best practices for technical 
SLAs that can be employed between IMM and its subsidiary companies. 

5.3.2 IMM External SLAs 
The Contractor shall recommend international best practices for technical 
SLAs for third parties external to IMM. 

Subtask S.4 Managed Services Technology Solutions 
The Contractor shall recommend and specify technology solutions, including provisioning 
systems, billing systems, SLA management, remote networlc and device cybersecurity tools, and 
other network management platforms needed to enable resale of IMM data center services. 

Task S Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 5 (Task 5 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 5. The 
Contractor shall provide the Grantee with a Draft Task 5 Report for review and comments. The 
Grantee shall provide comments, if any, on the draft report within fifteen calendar days of 
receiving it. The Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments, to the extent possible, 
and issue a final Task 5 Report within seven days of receiving comments. 

Task 6 Financial Analysis 
The Contractor shall prepare a comprehensive financial analysis to assess the financial viability 
of the Project. The financial analysis shall include a financial model that addresses: 

• Capital expenses; 

• Operating expenses; 

• Cost recovery and income, if any; and, 

• Total Cost of Ownership analysis and forecast model (5-year). 

The financial analysis shall be presented in pro form.a spreadsheets in Excel format, over a 5-year 
operating period for the Project, with a detailed narrative discussion of forecast assumptions in 
Word format. 

In addition, the Contractor shall perform a sensitivity analysis related to Project risk, including, 
but not limited to capital expenses; operating expenses including operation and maintenance 
costs; inflation indices; exchange rates; and funding terms. 

Subtask 6.1 Financing Plan 
Based on the financial model( s ), financial and sensitivity analyses, the Contractor shall prepare a 
financing plan for project implementation and specify the amount of funding required to 
implement the Project. Although the Grantee has indicated that the most likely source of 
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financing will be provided by its own budgetary resources, the Contractor shall also assess other 
potential public and private :financing organizations as directed by IMM. In developing the 
:financing plan, the Contractor shall assess relevant factors including timing, interest rates, and 
potential financing terms. Based on the Contractor's analysis, the Contractor shall provide the 
Grantee a recommendation for the most effective financing sources for the Project. To facilitate 
discussions with IMM senior management, and with prospective financiers, the Contractor in 
coordination with the Grantee shall develop a high-level written summary that highlights the 
technical aspects, positive economic benefits, as well as the :financial viability of the Project. 

The Contractor shall submit the Task 6 Report to the Grantee for review and comments. The 
Grantee shall provide any comments within fifteen days of receiving the Task 6 Report. The 
Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments to the extent possible and issue a final Task 
6 Report within one week of receiving the Grantee's comments. 

Task 6 Deliverables: 
The Contractor's deliverable for Task 6 (Task 6 Report) shall incorporate all findings, analyses 
and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 6, include a comprehensive 
:financial analysis of the Project, as well as a :financing plan and strategy that would enable the 
Grantee to secure implementation :financing. The :financing plan shall include a detailed 5-year 
pro form.a financial model (in Excel format). The Contractor shall also develop summaries that 
highlight the technical aspects, as well as the :financial viability of the Project. 

Task 7 Analytics Center of Excellence 
In parallel with the preparation of the data center planning tasks, the Contractor shall develop a 
strategy and high-level organizational framework for the creation of an IMM Analytics Center of 
Excellence (ACoE). 

ubtask 7.1 ACoE Needs Assessment 
The Contractor shall conduct interviews with key stakeholders identified by IMM to understand 
the need, vision, and strategy to introduce an ACoE at IMM. The Contractor may conduct one
on-one and group workshop discussions to ascertain IMM's aspirations and goals for applying 
data analytics in support of its digital transformation objectives. In addition to conducting 
informational interviews, the Contractor shall: 

• Assess existing business intelligence and related data analytic tools; 

• Review ongoing data analytics projects including the Transportation and Traffic 

Excellence pilot project; 

• Assess IMM' s organizational structure and capabilities for data analytics; 

• Review existing data policies and data governance models; 

• Identify principal sources of IMM data; and, 

• Identify principal enterprise applications in use at IMM. 
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Subtask 7.2 ACoE Report 
Based on the findings from Subtask 7 .1, and its domain expertise in data analytics, the 
Contractor shall prepare a substantive report outlining ACoE trends, models and alternatives, 
highlighting approaches customized to the specific circumstances at IMM. The report shall 
include, at a minimum, sections on: 

• Introduction to ACoE for public sector management; 

• Best practice examples from a global literature review related to IMM's goals and 

objectives 

• Identify benchmarks and key performance indicators for ACoEs introduced at major 
municipalities; 

• Summary of ACoE services, customers, engagement, and delivery options; 

• Summary of data and technology requirements for establishing ACoE; 

• Summary of organizational considerations, human resources, and skill requirements 

for introducing effective ACoE services; 

• Commentary on how IMM' s new artificial intelligence and data analytics pilot 

project can be expanded to other functional areas; 

• Other specific considerations for IMM based on the Needs Assessment; and, 

• Pre1iminary recommendations for IMM ACoE. 

Subtask 7.3 ACoE Design Workshop 
The Contractor shall present principal conclusions from the report in a presentation to a group of 
up to 20 IMM stakeholders. The objective of the workshop is to convey findings from Subtasks 
7 .1 and 7 .2, solicit feedback, and lead iterative working discussions to further obtain and refine 
IMM strategic objectives for an ACoE. The Contractor shall prepare a slide deck to lead 
discussion and submit the presentation materials to IMM at least three days in advance of the 
workshop. During the workshop, the Contractor shall develop a mission and vision statement for 
the ACoE in collaboration with participants. 

The workshop shall be two full consecutive working days and be held at IMM' s offices, if the 
workshop is conducted in person; if the workshop is conducted virtually, the Contractor shall 
ensure a corresponding commitment of time but may stager sessions over multiple days. The 
Contractor shall keep comprehensive notes on the discussion and shall prepare a summary report 
of the workshop. 

Subtask 7.4 ACoE Design 
Based on previous subtasks, the Contractor shall recommend the organizational design for the 
ACoE and prepare an ACoE Organizational Design Report. The objective of this subtask is to 
prepare an integrated implementation plan for the ACoE. The ACoE Design Report shall 

include: 
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7.4.1 Organizational Design 
ACoE mission and vision; 

Analytics governance policies, standards, and processes; 

ACoE organizational structure, governance roles and responsibilities, and target 
operational model; 
Analytics invento:ry template; 

key performance indicators to measure analytics governance activities 
Analytics model deployment and management framework; and 

A management framework of the platform and technologies that can be used for 
analytics business needs. 

7.4.2 Technology and Architecture Recommendations 
In line with Subtask 4.1.5, above: 

Definition of analytics technological architecture; 
Identification of hardware and software options; 

Identification of application and business integration requirements; 
Definition of data management and governance model; 
Catalog of data sources; 
Analytics governance; and 

Estimate capital and operational investment required over five-year period. 

7 .4.3 Operational Recommendations 
Organizational Plan including RACI Matrix to clarify roles and responsibilities 
Analytics governance framework 
Staffing and Training 
Consultancy requirements 

7.4.4 ACoE Roadmap 
Recommend organizational development priorities 
Recommend priority projects. 

The Contractor shall submit the Task 7 Report to the Grantee for review and comments. The 
Grantee shall provide any comments within fifteen days of receiving the Task 7 Report. The 
Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments to the extent possible and i. sue a final Task 
7 Report within one week ofreceiving the Grantee's comments. 

Task 7 Deliverables: 
The Contractor's deliverable for Task 7 (Task 7 Report) shall incorporate all findings, analyses 
and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 7, including: ACoE report, 
ACoE Workshop Presentation, ACoE Workshop Report and ACoE Design Report. 

Task 8 Impact Analysis 
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It is anticipated that IMM' s IT systems and enterprise architecture will establish an enabling 
environment for advanced information management services addressing IMM' s specialized 
requirements. The modernization of IMM' s data center infrastructure has the potential to make a 
positive economic and developmental impact by consolidating existing departmental server 
rooms; introducing data standards across departments; preparing for a municipality-wide digital 
services environment; and reselling data center and managed application services to third parties. 
The Contractor shall analyze the macro or high-level economic and developmental impacts 
associated with departmental data center consolidation and the migration to cloud computing. 
This assessment shall focus on key factors such as infrastructure, human capacity building, 
technology transfer/productivity improvement, and market-oriented reform. The Contractor 
shall provide estimates of the potential benefits in the following areas: 

CATEGORY INDICATOR DESCRIPTION ANTICIPATED 
OUTCOME 

Infrastructure Improved Expansion of two data centers, a y 
Development Data disaster recovery facility, and an 
and Management, Analytics Center of Excellence to 
Efficiency Security and support the enhancement of digital 
Gains Availability infrastructure, management 

capabilities, and data processing 
requirements, as well as to 
introduce redundancv. 

The Contractor shall also prepare an economic benefits analysis that addresses factors including, 
but not be limited, to: economic gains from increased energy efficiency; lower capital expense 
costs; faster innovation cycles in the development and deployment of applications; improved 
data and application security, infrastructure and application availability, and other factors. 

The Contractor's deliverable for Task 8 {Task 8 Report) shall incorporate all findings, analyses 
and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 8. The Contractor shall 
provide the Grantee with a Draft Task 8 Report for review and comments. The Grantee shall 
provide comments, if any, on the draft report within fifteen calendar days of receiving it. The 
Contractor shall incorporate the Grantee's comments, to the extent possible, and issue a final 
Task 8 Report within seven days of receiving the Grantee's comments. 

Task 8 Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 8 {Task 8 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 8. 

Task 9 U.S. Sources of Supply 
The Contractor shall identify U.S. ICT vendors that provide a) platforms and services for data 
centers and networking; b) cloud computing services and solutions; and c) other ICT products 
appropriate to IMM's emerging needs. In performing this task, the Contractor shall conduct 
outreach to U.S. industry to provide an overview of the Project market opportunity with the 
intent of promoting U.S. industry engagement. The Contractor shall: 
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• Prepare a brief description of forthcoming sales opportunities at IMM and share the 
summary with the U.S. vendors identified, USTDA and the U.S. Embassy 
Commercial Section; 

• Conduct outreach to the companies identified in the form of one-on-one company 
briefings and/or online webinars to brief U.S. suppliers; 

• Based on these discussions, the Contractor shall prepare a list of potential U.S. 
sources of supply for each of the product and service categories and include a 

description of relevant products, solutions and/or services to be provided by qualified 
and interested U.S. suppliers; and, 

• Prepare a document that contains the contact information ( e.g. business name, point 
of contact, address telephone number, and email address) for the parties responsible 
for marketing and sales in Turkey. 

Task 9 Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 9 (Task 9 Report) shall incorporate 
all findings, analyses and recommendations derived from the work performed under Task 9. The 
Task 9 Report shall be included as a chapter in the Final Report specified in Task 10, below. 

Task 10 Final Presentation 
The Contractor shall prepare and deliver to the Grantee a substantive and comprehensive final 
presentation that summarizes work accomplished; identifies principal findings and conclusions; 
and outlines recommendations for future steps, actions, and investments. The Contractor shall 
provide the Grantee with a copy of the final presentation. 

Task 10 Deliverable: The Contractor's deliverable for Task 10 (Task 10 Report) shall include 
the Final Presentation and Final Presentation Powerpoint performed under Task 9. 

Task 11 Final Report 
The Contractor shall prepare and deliver to the Grantee and USTDA a substantive and 
comprehensive final report of all work performed under these Terms of Reference ("Final 
Report"). The Final Report shall be organized according to the above tasks and include an 
Executive Summary that, at a minimum, provides a detailed description of action items and 
recommendations for the near-term (6 months) and medium-term (36 months). 

The Final Report shall include all deliverables and documents that have been provided to the 
Grantee and shall be prepared in accordance with Clause I of Annex II of the Grant Agreement. 
The Final Report shall be prepared in English. The Grantee shall provide written comments on 
the draft Final Report to the Contractor within fifteen days of delivery. Based on the Grantee's 
comments, the Contractor shall make the revisions requested by the Grantee before delivering 
the Final Report to the Grantee and USTDA. The Contractor shall provide the Grantee with the 
Final Report in digital PDF format. 
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Annex II 

USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses 

A. Grant Agreement; Subcontracts; USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses Controlling 

The Contract Parties acknowledge that this Contract is funded in whole or in part by the U.S. Trade 
and Development Agency (''USTDA") under the Grant Agreement between the Government of 
the United States of America, acting through USTDA, and Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality ( the 
"Client"), dated as of (the "Grant Agreement"). Terms used but not defined 
in this Contract shall have the meanings as set forth in the Grant Agreement. The Client has 
selected [full legal name of Contractor] (the "Contractor'') to deliver technical assistance (the 
''TA") related to the proposed Istanbul Digital Transformation (the ''Project") in Turkey (the ''Host 
Country"). Each of the Client and the Contractor is referred to herein as a "Contract Party", and 
collectively as the "Contract Parties". 

All work performed under this Contract must be performed either by the Contractor or otherwise 
pursuant to a written Subcontract. All Subcontracts entered into by the Contractor that are funded 
or partially funded with Grant Funds shall include these USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses 
(these "Mandatory Contract Clauses"), except for Clauses B(l), G, H, I and S. The Contractor 
shall provide USTDA with a copy of each Subcontract that it enters into, along with an English 
translation of any such Subcontract that is executed in a language other than English, which 
translation must be certified by the Contractor as being complete and accurate. For purposes of 
this Contract, (a) the term "Subcontractor" means an individual, corporation, partnership or other 
legal entity having a contract, purchase order or other written agreement 'Yi.th the Contractor or 
with any other Subcontractor for delivery of any part of the TA, and (b) the term "Subcontract" 
means any such contract, purchase order or other written agreement with a Subcontractor. 

In addition, (i) in the event of any inconsistency between the terms and provisions of the Grant 
Agreement and those of this Contract or any Subcontract hereunder, the Grant Agreement shall be 
controlling, and (ii) in the event of any inconsistency between the terms and provisions of these 
Mandatory Contract Clauses and any other terms and provisions of this Contract or any 
Subcontract hereunder, these Mandatory Contract Clauses shall be controlling. 

B. USTDA as Financier 

(1) USTDA Approval of Contract 

USTDA will not authorize the disbursement of Grant Funds until this Contract conforms to 
modifications required by USTDA during the Contract review process and this Contract has been 
formally approved by USTDA. To perform this review in a timely fashion, USTDA must receive 
from either the Client or the Contractor an English language version of a final negotiated draft 
version of the Contract (in an editable electronic format) sent to the email address listed in Clause 
M below, or to such other email address as specified by USTDA. 
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(2) USTDA Not a Party to This Contract 

The Contract Parties understand and agree that USTDA as a financing entity reserves to itself 
certain rights under this Contract, including, but not limited to: (a) the right to approve the terms 
of this Contract and amendments to this Contract, including assignments, the selection of the 
Contractor and all Subcontractors, the Terms of Reference, the Final Report, and any and all 
documents related to this Contract or any Subcontract funded under the Grant Agreement, (b) the 
right to require the Contract Parties to suspend performance of the Terms of Reference upon 
reasonable prior written notice to the Contract Parties, and any further work performed in 
connection with the Terms of Reference following the Contractor's receipt of such written notice 
will be at the Contractor's risk, ( c) the right to suspend disbursements of Grant Funds under Clause 
3 for cause upon reasonable prior written notice to the Contract Parties, and ( d) the right to demand, 
upon written notice to the Contractor, a refund from the Contractor of an appropriate amount of 
any Grant Funds that have been previously disbursed to the Contractor under Clause 3 of this 
Contract in the event that (i) the Contractor or any Subcontractor fails to comply in all material 
respects with the Terms of Reference or the terms and conditions of this Contract (including these 
Mandatory Contract Clauses), or (ii) this Contract [and/or the TA is terminated, and the amount of 
Grant Funds disbursed to the Contractor prior to such termination exceeds the value of the work 
performed under this Contract in accordance with its terms. The Contract Parties shall comply 
with all written notices, instructions and requests issued by USTDA in connection with USTDA's 
exercise of its rights under this Clause B(2). 

The Contract Parties further understand and agree that USTDA, in reserving any or all of the 
foregoing rights, has acted solely as a financing entity to ensure the proper use of United States 
Government funds, and that any decision by USTDA to exercise or refrain from exercising these 
rights will be made as a financier in the course of funding the TA and will not be construed as 
making USTDA a party to this Contract. The Contract Parties understand and agree that USTDA 
may, from time to time, exercise the foregoing rights, or discuss matters related to these rights and 
the Project with the Contract Parties or the parties to any Subcontract, jointly or separately, and in 
consideration of USTDA's role as financier, the Contract Parties further agree that USTDA's 
rights may be exercised without thereby incurring any responsibility or liability, in contract, tort 
or otherwise, to the Contract Parties or the parties to any Subcontract. Any approval or failure to 
approve by USTDA will not bar the Client or USTDA from asserting any right that it might have 
against the Contractor, or relieve the Contractor of any liability which the Contractor might 
otherwise have to the Client or USTDA. 

(3) Implementation Letters 

To assist the Client and the Contractor in the implementation of the TA, USTDA may, from time 
to time, issue implementation letters that will provide additional information about matters covered 
by this Contract or correct immaterial errors. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 
USTDA may issue implementation letters, among other reasons, to: (a) extend the estimated 
completion date set forth in Clause K(l ), (b) extend the availability period of Grant Funds set forth 
in Clause K(2), (c) change the fiscal data set forth in Clause M, (d) change a Party's address of 
record or point of contact, ( e) make immaterial changes to the Terms of Reference, and (f) correct 
scrivener's errors. Subject to the provisions of Clause J, the Contract Parties and USTDA may 
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also use jointly agreed upon implementation letters to confirm, clarify and/or record their mutual 
understanding of matters covered by this Contract, including without limitation, modifications to 
the personnel specified in Annex ill of this Contract. 

C. Nationality, Source and Origin 

For purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term "U.S. Firm" means: 

(i) a privately owned firm or partnership that is formed, incoiporated or organized in the 
U.S., with its principal place of business in the U.S., and which is: 

(a) more than fifty percent (50%) owned by U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens 
lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States; or 

(b) satisfies each of the following criteria: 

(I) has been incoiporated or organized in the U.S. for more than three (3) years 
prior to the issuance date of the request for proposals; 

(II) has performed similar services in the U.S. for that three (3) year period; 
(ill) employs U.S. citizens in more than half of its permanent full-time positions 

in the U.S.; and 
(IV) has the existing capability in the U.S. to perform the work in question; or 

(ii) a nonprofit organization that is incoiporated in the U.S. and managed by a governing 
body, a majority of whose members are U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence in the United States. 

In addition, the term "Source" means the country from which a shipment is made, and the term 
"Origin" means (x) the place of production of a good, whether through manufacturing, assembly 
or otherwise, or (y) the place from which delivery of a service is administered, as applicable. 

Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, the following provisions shall govern the delivery of 
goods and professional services funded by Grant Funds under the Grant Agreement: 

(1) the Contractor and all Subcontractors that are legal entities must be U.S. Firms; 

(2) all natural persons who deliver any part of the TA as the Contractor, as a Subcontractor, or 
as an employee of the Contractor or any Subcontractor, in each case, must be (a) U.S. citizens, (b) 
non-U.S. citizens lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, or (c) non-U.S. 
citizens lawfully admitted to work in the United States; 

(3) notwithstanding the provisions of Clauses C(l) and C(2), up to twenty percent (20%) of the 
Grant Funds may be used to pay for work performed in connection with the TA by (a) 
Subcontractors that are organized as legal entities under the laws of the Host Country, and/or (b) 
natural persons working as a Subcontractor, or as employees of the Contractor or any 
Subcontractor, in each case, who are citizens of the Host Country; 
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(4) a Host Country Subcontractor may only be used for specific services from the Terms of 
Reference identified in the Subcontract; 

( 5) no part of the Grant Funds disbursed in connection with the delivery of the TA may be used 
to pay ( a) any legal entity that is incoiporated or organized under the laws of a jurisdiction other 
than one of the United States or the Host Country, or (b) a natural person who is a citizen of a 
country other than the United States ( except as expressly provided in Clause C(2)) or the Host 
Country; and 

(6) goods purchased for the delivery of the TA and associated delivery services (e.g., 
international transportation and insurance) must have their nationality, Source and Origin in the 
United States; provided, however, that goods and services incidental to TA support (e.g., local 
lodging, food and transportation) in the Host Country are not subject to the foregoing restrictions. 

D. Contractor Recordkeeping and Audit 

The Contractor and Subcontractors funded under the Grant Agreement shall maintain, in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting procedures, books, records and other documents 
(including without limitation all bank statements, and receipts or proofs of purchase for all goods 
and services acquired in connection with the TA sufficient in form, content and level of detail to 
reflect properly all transactions under or in connection with this Contract. These books, records 
and other documents shall clearly identify and track the use and expenditure of Grant Funds 
separately from other :funding sources. Such books, records and documents must be maintained 
during the period of performance of work commencing on the Effective Date, and continuing until 
the date that is three (3) years following the final disbursement of Grant Funds by USTDA. The 
Contractor and its Subcontractors shall (i) afford USTDA or its authorized representatives the 
opportunity at reasonable times for inspection and audit of such books, records and other 
documentation, and (ii) in the event of an audit of such books, records and other documentation, 
reasonably cooperate with, and promptly respond to information requests from, any USTDA
appointed auditors. 

E. U.S. Carriers 

(1) Air 

Transportation by air of persons or property funded under the Grant Agreement shall be on U.S. 
flag carriers in accordance with the Fly America Act, 49 U.S.C. § 40118, to the extent service by 
such carriers is available, as provided under applicable U.S. Government regulations. 

(2) Marine 

Transportation by sea of property funded under the Grant Agreement shall be on U.S. carriers in 
accordance with U.S. cargo preference laws, including (without limitation) the Cargo Preference 
Act of 1954, 46 U.S.C. § 55305. 
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F. Workman's Compensation Insurance 

The Contractor shall provide adequate workman's compensation insurance coverage for work 
performed under this Contract. 

G. Disbursement Procedures 

(1) USTDA Approval of Contract 

Disbursement of Grant Funds will be made only after USTDA approval of this Contract. Any 
work performed by the Contractor or any Subcontractor in connection with the TA prior to 
USTDA's approval of the Contract will be at the Contractor's risk. 

(2) Payment Schedule Requirements 

A payment schedule for disbursement of Grant Funds to the Contractor is included in this Contract 
under Clause 3. Such payment schedule must conform to the following USTDA requirements: 
(a) the Contractor must provide reasonable justification for the amount of the mobilization 
payment, which in any event may not exceed ten percent (10%) of the total Grant Funds; (b) all 
other payments, with the exception of the final payment, must be based upon completion of one 
or more tasks under the Terms of Reference as set forth in Clause 3; and ( c) the final payment must 
be no less than fifteen percent (15%) of the total Grant Funds amount, payable upon approval by 
USTDA of a Final Report that has been (i) prepared and submitted in accordance with the 
requirements set forth in Clause I below, and (ii) approved in writing by the Client in the manner 
provided for by Clause G( 4)(b )(iii) below. 

(3) Invoice Approval Procedures 

The Contractor shall submit Invoices meeting the requirements set forth in Clause G(4) to the 
Client for approval. The Client shall not approve any Invoice submitted to it by the Contractor 
unless such Invoice, and all work performed by the Contractor ( or any Subcontractor) in 
connection with such Invoice, complies with the Terms of Reference and these Mandatory 
Contract Clauses. 

(4) Invoice Requirements 

For purposes of this Contract, the term "Invoice" means any invoice submitted ( or to be submitted) 
to USTDA by either the Client or the Contractor for payment of Grant Funds. USTDA will make 
all disbursements of Grant Funds directly to the Contractor. The Contractor must provide USTDA 
with an ACH Vendor Enrollment Form ( available from USTDA) with the first Invoice. Either the 
Client or the Contractor may request disbursement of Grant Funds by USTDA to the Contractor 
for performance of the Terms of Reference by submitting the following to USTDA: 

(a) Contractor's Invoice 
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The Invoice from the Contractor shall include reference to the applicable performance milestone 
listed in the Contract payment schedule, the requested payment amount, and an appropriate 
certification to USTDA by the Contractor, as follows: 

(i) For a mobilization payment (if any): 

"As a condition for this mobilization payment, the Contractor certifies to 
USTDA that it will perform all work in accordance with the terms of its 
Contract with the Client. To the extent that the Contractor does not comply 
with the terms and conditions of the Contract, including the USTDA 
Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, it will, upon USTDA's 
request, make an appropriate refund to USTDA. 

(ii) For Contract performance milestone payments: 

"The Contractor certifies to USTDA that it has performed the work 
described in this invoice in accordance with the terms of its Contract with 
the Client and is entitled to payment thereunder. To the extent the 
Contractor has not complied with the terms and conditions of the Contract, 
including the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, it 
will, upon USTDA's request, make an appropriate refund to USTDA. 

(iii) For final payment: 

''The Contractor certifies to USTDA that it has performed the work 
described in this invoice in accordance with the terms of its Contract with 
the Client and is entitled to payment thereunder. Specifically, the 
Contractor has submitted the Final Report to the Client, as required by the 
Contract, and received the Client's approval of the Final Report. To the 
extent the Contractor has not complied with the terms and conditions of the 
Contract, including the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses contained 
therein, it will, upon USTDA's request, make an appropriate refund to 
USTDA. 

(b) Client's Approval of the Contractor's Invoice 

(i) The Invoice for a mobilization payment must be approved in writing by the Client on the 
Invoice or separately. 

(ii) For Contract performance milestone payments, the following certification to USTDA by the 
Client must be provided on the Invoice or separately: 

"The Client certifies to USTDA that the services for which disbursement is 
requested by the Contractor have been performed satisfactorily, in 
accordance with applicable Contract provisions, including the USTDA 
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Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, and the terms and 
conditions of the USTDA Grant Agreement. 

(iii) For final payment, the following certification to USTDA by the Client must be provided on 
the Invoice or separately: 

"The Client certifies to USTDA that the services for which disbursement is 
requested by the Contractor have been performed satisfactorily, in 
accordance with applicable Contract provisions, including the USTDA 
Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, and the terms and 
conditions of the USTDA Grant Agreement. The Final Report submitted 
by the Contractor has been reviewed and approved by the Client. 

(c) USTDA Address for Invoices 

Invoices shall be submitted to the attention of the Finance Department by email to 
invoices@ustda.gov. 

( 5) Payment Disclaimer 

The Contract Parties understand and agree that payment by USTDA of an Invoice does not 
constitute ( a) acceptance or approval by USTDA, whether express or implied, of (i) any materials, 
documents, reports or other deliverables prepared or delivered by the Contractor or any 
Subcontractor, or (ii) any work performed under the Terms of Reference or otherwise by the 
Contractor or any Subcontractor, in each case, in connection with the TA, or (b) confirmation or 
agreement by USTDA, whether express or implied, as to whether any work performed by the 
Contractor or any Subcontractor in connection with the TA has been performed in accordance with 
the terms and conditions of this Contract, including the Terms of Reference or these Mandatory 
Contract Clauses. 

H. Termination 

(1) Effect of Termination 

In the event that this Contract and/or the TA is terminated prior to completion of all tasks under 
the Terms of Reference, the Contractor will be eligible for payment for the value of the work 
performed pursuant to the terms of this Contract; provided, however that such eligibility is subject 
to (a) compliance by the Contractor with the terms and conditions of this Contract (including the 
Terms of Reference and these Mandatory Contract Clauses), and (b) USTDA approval. Likewise, · 
in the event of such termination, USTDA may be entitled to receive a refund of Grant Funds from 
the Contractor pursuant to Clause B(2){d)(ii). 

(2) Survivability 

Clauses A, B, D, G, H, N, Q, R and S of these Mandatory Contract Clauses shall survive the 
termination of this Contract. 
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L USTDA Final Report 

(1) Definition 

"Final Report" shall mean the Final Report described in the attached Annex I Terms of Reference 
or, if no such "Final Report" is described therein, "Final Report" shall mean a substantive and 
comprehensive report of all work performed by the Contractor and any Subcontractors in 
accordance with the attached Annex I Terms of Reference, including any documents delivered to 
the Client. 

(2) Final Report Submission Requirements 

The Contractor shall provide the following documents and materials to USTDA collectively as 
one single submission: 

(a) One (1) CD-ROM containing a complete electronic copy of the Final Report for USTDA's 
records. This version of the Final Report shall have been approved by the Client in writing and 
must be in the English language. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to ensure that confidential 
information, if any, contained in this version of the Final Report be clearly marked. USTDA will 
maintain the confidentiality of such information in accordance with applicable law. The electronic 
files on the CD-ROM shall be submitted in a commonly accessible read-only format (such as .pdf 
format), and the CD-ROM shall be clearly labeled in accordance with the requirements of Clause 
1(3)(c) below. 

(b) One (1) CD-ROM containing an electronic copy of the Final Report suitable for public 
distnoution ( the "Public Version"). The Public Version shall have been approved by the Client in 
writing and must be in the English language. As the Public Version will be available for public 
distribution, it must not contain any confidential information. It is the responsibility of the 
Contractor to ensure that no confidential information is contained on the Public Version of the CD
ROM. If the report in Clause 1(2)(a) above contains no confidential information, it may be used 
as the Public Version. In any event, the Public Version must be informative and contain sufficient 
Project detail to be useful to prospective U.S. equipment and sexvice providers. The electronic 
files on the CD-ROM shall be submitted in a commonly accessible read-only format (such as .pdf 
format), and the CD-ROM shall be clearly labeled in accordance with the requirements of Clause 
1(3)(c) below. 

(c) A cross-walk document (the "Cross-walk"), delivered separately from the Final Report, that 
references the evidence of the completion of each requirement under each task and each sub-task 
in the Terms of Reference within the Final Report, presented in a table format. The Cross-walk 
must be organized chronologically by task and sub-task from the Terms of Reference, and for each 
such task the Cross-walk must provide (i) the language of the requirement set forth in the Terms 
of Reference (in sentence, bullet or subtask form), and (ii) the associated page number(s) on which 
the evidence establishing the completion of such requirement is included within the version of the 
Final Report delivered to USTDA under Clause 1{2)(a). 
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and 

(d) The Contractor's final Invoice, prepared and submitted in accordance with Clause G. 

(3) Final Report Presentation 

All Final Reports submitted to USTDA must be paginated and include the following: 

(a) The front cover of every Final Report shall contain the name of the Client, the name of the 
Contractor who prepared the report, a report title, USTDA's logo, and USTDA's address. If the 
complete version of the Final Report contains confidential information, the Contractor shall be 
responsible for labeling the front cover of that version of the Final Report with the term 
"Confidential Version". The Contractor shall be responsible for labeling the front cover of the 
Public Version of the Final Report with the term "Public Version". The front cover of every Final 
Report shall also contain the following disclaimer: 

"This report was funded by the U.S. Trade and Development Agency 
(USTDA), an agency of the U.S. Government. The opinions, findings, 
conclusions or recommendations expressed in this document are those of 
the author( s) and do not necessarily represent the official position or policies 
of USTDA. USTDA makes no representation about, nor does it accept 
responsibility for, the accuracy or completeness of the information 
contained in this report." 

(b) The inside front cover of every Final Report shall contain (i) USTDA's logo, USTDA's 
address, and USTDA's mission statement, and (ii) a written statement from the Contractor 
affirming that the Client, USTDA, and the Commercial and/or Economic Section(s) of the U.S. 
Embassy i11 the Host Country shall have irrevocable, perpetual, transferrable, worldwide, royalty
free, non-exclusive rights to use and distribute the Final Report. 

(c) The Contractor shall affix to the top side of each CD-ROM containing any version of the Final 
Report a label identifying the Host Country, the USTDA Activity Number set forth among the 
fiscal data in Clause M, the name of the Client, the name of the Contractor who prepared the Final 
Report and a report title. In the case of each CD-ROM containing a confidential or non-public 
version of the Final Report, the Contractor shall include the term "Confidential Version" on such 
label. In the case of each CD-ROM containing the Public Version of the Final Report, the 
Contractor shall include the term ''Public Version" on such label, along with the following 
language: 

"The Contractor certifies to USTDA that this CD-ROM contains the Public 
Version of the Final Report and that all contents are suitable for public 
distribution." 

( d) The Contractor and any Subcontractors that perform work pursuant to the Grant Agreement 
must be clearly identified in the Final Report. Business name, point of contact, address, telephone 
and email address shall be included for the Contractor and each Subcontractor. 
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(e) The Final Report, while aiming at optimum specifications and characteristics for the Project, 
shall identify the availability of prospective U.S. sources of supply. Business name, point of 
contact, address, telephone and email address shall be included for each prospective commercial 
source. 

(f) The Final Report shall be accompanied by a letter or other notation by the Client which states 
that the Client approves the Final Report. A certification to USTDA by the Client to this effect 
provided on or with the Invoice for final payment will meet this requirement. 

( 4) Final Report Disclaimer 

The Contract Parties understand and agree that acceptance by USTDA of the Final Report does 
not constitute (a) approval, validation or endorsement by USTDA, whether express or implied, of 
(i) the Final Report or any of its contents, or (ii) the quality, characteristics or nature of any work 
performed under the Terms of Reference or otherwise by the Contractor or any Subcontractor in 
connection with the TA, or (b) confirmation or agreement by USTDA, whether express or implied, 
as to whether any work performed by the Contractor or any Subcontractor in connection with the 
TA has been performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Contract, including 
the Terms of Reference and these Mandatory Contract Clauses. 

J. Modifications 

All changes, amendments, assignments or other modifications to this Contract, including the 
Annexes to this Contract, will be made effective only by written instrument signed by the Contract 
Parties and approved in writing by USTDA. Either Contract Party may submit to USTDA, as the 
address set forth in Clause M, a final negotiated draft version (in an editable electronic format) of 
any proposed change, amendment, assignment or other modification to this Contract for USTDA 
review. USTDA will advise the Contract Parties as to whether the draft Contract is ready for 
execution, on the understanding that USTDA's approval may be contingent upon certain 
modifications being made to such draft. 

K. TA Schedule 

(1) TA Completion Date 

The Contract Parties' estimate the TA will be completed 12 months from the date the Contract 
Agreement is signed. 

(2) Time Limitation on Disbursement of USTDA Grant Funds 

Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, (a) no Grant Funds may be disbursed under this Contract 
for goods and services which are provided prior to the Effective Date of the Grant Agreement, and 
(b) no Grant Funds may be disbursed more than four ( 4) years after the Effective Date of the Grant 

Agreement. 
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L. Business Practices; Conflicts of Interest 

(1) Business Practices 

The Contract Parties recognize the existence of standards of conduct for public officials and 
commercial entities in their respective countries. Therefore, the Contract Parties shall fully comply 
with all United States and Host Country laws relating to corruption or bribery, and shall not directly 
or indirectly provide, offer or promise to provide money or anything of value to any public official 
in violation of any United States or Host Country laws relating to corruption or bribery. For 
example, the Contractor and its Subcontractors shall fully comply with the requirements of the 
U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-1 et seq.). Each Contract 
Party agrees that it shall require that any Subcontractor, agent or representative hired to represent 
it in connection with the TA will comply with this Clause L and all laws which apply to activities 
and obligations of that Contract Party, including, but not limited to, those laws and obligations 
referenced above. 

(2) Conflicts of Interest 

(a) Except as otherwise agreed in writing by USTDA, no Contract Party, or any employee, 
executive, director, officer or other staff member of a Contract Party, may either directly or 
indirectly engage in any activity or maintain any relationship ( any such activity or relationship, a 
"Conflict of Interest") which might adversely affect the TA or the rights ofUSTDA, including but 
not limited to (i) ownership of a material interest in the other Contract Party, any supplier, 
contractor, distributor, Subcontractor, customer or other entity involved in the delivery of the TA, 
(ii) acceptance of any material payment, service, loan, gift, trip, entertainment, or other favor from 
the other Contract Party, a supplier, contractor, distributor, Subcontractor, customer or other entity 
involved in the delivery of the TA, (iii) any employee, executive, director, officer or other staff 
member of one Contract Party holding a position as an employee, executive, director, officer or 
other staff member of the other Contract Party or any supplier, contractor, distributor, 
Subcontractor, customer or other entity involved in the delivery of the TA, and (iv) any condition 
or circumstance that would reasonably be expected to (A) cause one or more of the Contract Parties 
to be unable or potentially unable to render impartial assistance or advice, (B) impair the 
objectivity of the Contractor or any Subcontractor in delivering the TA, or (C) create an unfair 
competitive advantage for any entity wherein either Contract Party has a material interest. 

(b) Neither the Client nor the employees, executives, directors, officers or other staff members of 
the Client may receive payment from the Grant Funds. 

(c) Any Contract Party shall promptly notify USTDA of any Conflict of Interest of which it 
becomes aware. 

M. USTDA Address and Fiscal Data 

Any communication with USTDA regarding this Contract shall be sent to the following contact 
information and include the fiscal data listed below: 
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To: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Fax: 
Email: 

Fiscal Data: 

U.S. Trade and Development Agency 
110 I Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1100 
Arlington, VA 22209-2275 
USA 
(703) 875-4357 
(703) 997-2392 
MENA_ Europe@ustda.gov 

Appropriation No.: 11 21/22 1001 
2021-21003A 
2021023 
1131PL21GH21023 

Activity No.: 
Reservation No.: 
GrantNo.: 

N. Taxes 

Grant Funds provided under the Grant Agreement shall not be used to pay any taxes, tariffs, duties, 
fees or other levies imposed under laws in effect in the Host Country, except for taxes of a de 
minimis nature imposed on local lodging, food, transportation or airport arrivals or departures. 
Neither the Client nor the Contractor may seek reimbursement from USTDA for any such taxes, 
tariffs, duties, fees or other levies, other than such taxes of a de minimis nature referenced above 
to the extent that the amounts of such de minimis taxes are included on expense receipts maintained 
by the Contractor in accordance with Clause D. 

0. Export Licensing 

The Contractor and all Subcontractors are responsible for compliance with U.S. export licensing 
requirements, if applicable, in the performance of all work in connection with the Terms of 
Reference. 

P. Change of Control 

Each Contract Party shall provide USTDA with written notice of any anticipated change of control 
or ownership of such Contract Party, whether direct or indirect, prior to the effective date of such 
change, which notice must identify (i) the persons or legal entities that are gaining control or 
ownership over such Contract Party, and (ii) the persons or legal entities that are losing control or 
ownership over such Contract Party. 

Q. Liability 

This Contract may include a clause that limits the liability of the Contract Parties, provided that 
such a clause does not (i) disclaim liability for damages that are natural, probable and reasonably 
foreseeable as a result of a breach of this Contract, or (ii) limit the total amount of damages 
recoverable to an amount less than the total amount disbursed to the Contractor pursuant to this 
Contract. If any clause set forth in this Contract is inconsistent with either or both of these 
limitations, such clause will be invalid and unenforceable to the extent of the inconsistency. 
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R. Arbitration 

If the Contract Parties submit any dispute arising under this Contract for arbitration, the scope of 
any such arbitration shall be limited to the Contract Parties' rights and/or obligations under this 
Contract and may not extend to any right or obligation of USTDA. The arbitrator(s) shall not 
arbitrate issues directly affecting the rights or obligations of USTDA. 

S. Reporting Requirements 

The Contractor shall advise USTDA as to the status of the Project at least one (1) time per year for 
a period of two (2) years after completion of the TA. In addition, if at any time the Contractor 
receives follow-on work from the Client, the Contractor shall so notify USTDA and shall designate 
the Contractor's point of contact related to such follow-on work, including such person's name, 
title, address, telephone number and email address. Since this information may be made publicly 
available by USTDA, any information which is confidential must be designated as such by the 
Contractor and provided separately to USTDA. USTDA will maintain the confidentiality of such 
information in accordance with applicable law. 
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U.S. FIRM INFORMATION FORM 
  



USTDA Activity Number [To be completed by USTDA ]

Other (specify)

Activity Title [To be completed by USTDA ]

1. Full Legal Name of U.S. Firm

3a.  Telephone 3b. Website

Other (specify)

10. Please list the legal names of the proposed

subcontractors (if applicable). An Attachment B is

required for each proposed subcontractor.

12. Business Address

13. Telephone

14. Email

Name of U.S. Firm Parent Entity8. If U.S. Firm is a subsidiary, please provide the

name of the U.S. Firm's parent entity(ies) and the

percentage of their ownership.  Please complete an

Attachment A for any parent identified here.  Please

ensure that the sum of the percentages listed equals

100%.

16. Identify any specific information which is needed from the Grantee before

commencing negotiations.

15. Disclose any current or anticipated commitments which may impact the ability

of the U.S. Firm or its subcontractors to complete the Activity as proposed and

reflect such impact within the project schedule.

9. Is the U.S. Firm proposing to subcontract some of

the proposed work to another firm?

Yes 

Negotiation Prerequisites

Percentage (%) Ownership

U.S. Firm may attach additional sheets, as necessary.

4. Year Established (include any predecessor company(ies) and year(s)

established).  Please attach additional pages as necessary.

Surname

Given Name

Project Manager

11. Name

No

USTDA-Funded Feasibility Study, Technical Assistance, or Training Grant

U.S. Firm Information Form

This form is designed to enable the U.S. Trade and Development Agency ("USTDA") to obtain information about entities and individuals proposed for participation in 

USTDA-funded activities. Information in this form is used to conduct screening of entities and individuals to ensure compliance with legislative and executive branch 

prohibitions on providing support or resources to, or engaging in transactions with, certain individuals or entities with which USTDA must comply.

Activity Type [To be completed by USTDA ]
Feasibility Study

Technical 

Assistance

2. Business Address

7. If U.S. Firm is not a publicly traded company and

has owners (e.g., shareholder, partner, trustee),

provide a list of such owners and the percentage of

their ownership. Please complete an Attachment A

for each owner whose ownership percentage is 10%

or more. Please ensure that the sum of the

percentages listed equals 100%. If the U.S. firm is a

publicly traded company, please do not complete this

section.

Name of Owner

Publicly Traded Company (i.e., offers securities for sale to the general public through a U.S. stock 

exchange and is subject to SEC reporting requirements)

Private Company

5. Type of Business Entity (e.g., corporation, LLC, Partnership, Sole

Proprietor, Other)

6. Type of Ownership

Percentage (%) Ownership
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Title

(e.g., Director, President, Chief Executive Officer, 

Vice President(s), Secretary, Treasurer, or other 

applicable title)
*Please place an asterisk (*) next to the names of those

directors and prinicpal officers who will be involved in the 

USTDA-funded activity.

Surname Given Name Middle Name

17. Provide a list of the U.S. Firm's directors and principal officers.  Please provide full names, including surname and given name.

Name

TO BE COMPLETED BY PRIVATE AND OTHER U.S. FIRMS ONLY

(Not Applicable for U.S. Publicly Traded Company)
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U.S. Firm is a [check one] Corporation LLC Partnership Sole Proprietor Other:

by the State of: 19. .

G.

Check to certify:

The U.S. Firm has not commenced a voluntary case or other proceeding seeking liquidation, reorganization, or other relief with 

respect to itself of its debts under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or other similar law.  The U.S. Firm has not had filed against it an 

involuntary petition under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or any similar law.

F.

The U.S. Firm certifies that it complies with the USTDA Nationality, Source, and Origin Requirements and shall continue to 

comply with such requirements throughout the duration of the USTDA-funded activity. The U.S. Firm acknowledges that the 

USTDA Nationality, Source, and Origin Requirements apply to the delivery of goods and professional services funded by USTDA, 

including, but not limited to the use of subcontractors. The U.S. Firm commits to notify USTDA and the Grantee if it becomes 

aware of any change which might affect the U.S. Firm’s ability to meet the USTDA Nationality, Source, and Origin Requirements.

Neither the U.S. Firm nor any of its directors and principal officers have, within the ten-year period preceding the submission of 

these representations, been convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered against them for: commission of fraud or a criminal 

offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a federal, state, or local government contract or 

subcontract; violation of federal or state antitrust statutes relating to the submission of offers; or commission of embezzlement, 

theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making false statements, tax evasion, violating state or federal 

criminal tax laws, or receiving stolen property.

C.

Neither the U.S. Firm, nor any of its directors and principal officers, is presently indicted for, or otherwise criminally or civilly 

charged with, commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph C above.

D.

There are no federal or state tax liens pending against the assets, property, or business of the U.S. Firm. The U.S. Firm has not, 

within the three-year period preceding the submission of these representations, been notified of any delinquent federal or state 

taxes in an amount that exceeds US$3,000 for which the liability remains unsatisfied.  Taxes are considered delinquent if (a) the 

tax liability has been fully determined, with no pending administrative or judicial appeals; and (b) a taxpayer has failed to pay 

the tax liability when full payment is due and required.

E.

U.S. Firm's Representations
U.S. Firm shall certify the following (or provide any explanation as to why any representation cannot be made):

A.

B. The U.S. Firm has included herewith, a copy of its Articles of Incorporation (or equivalent charter or document issued by a

designated authority in accordance with applicable laws that provides information and authentication regarding the legal status

of an entity) and a Certificate of Good Standing (or equivalent document) issued within one (1) month of the date of signature

The U.S. Firm commits to notify USTDA and the Grantee if it becomes aware of any change in its status in the state in which it is

incorporated.  USTDA retains the right to request an updated certificate of good standing at any time.  (U.S. publicly traded

companies need not include Articles of Incorporation or Certificate of Good Standing.)

duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of: 18.

The U.S. Firm has all the requisite corporate power and authority to conduct its business as presently conducted, to submit this 

proposal, and if selected, to execute and deliver a contract to the Grantee for the performance of the USTDA Activity.  The U.S. 

Firm is not debarred, suspended, or to the best of its knowledge or belief, proposed for debarment or ineligible for the award of 

contracts by any federal or state governmental agency or authority.

The U.S. Firm shall notify USTDA if any of the representations are no longer true, correct, and complete.

If U.S. Firm is Private or Other, please attach a copy of the U.S. Firm's Articles of Incorporation (or equivalent document) 

and Certificate of Good Standing (or equivalent document).

20. Name

21. Title

22. Full Legal Name of U.S. Firm

23. Signature

24. Date

U.S. Firm certifies that the information provided in this form is true, correct, and complete. U.S. Firm understands and agrees that the U.S. Government may rely 

on the accuracy of this information in processing a request to participate in a USTDA-funded activity. If at any time USTDA has reason to believe that any person or 

entity has willfully and knowingly provided incorrect information or made false statements, USTDA may take action under applicable law. The undersigned 

represents and warrants that he/she has the requisite power and authority to sign on behalf of the U.S. Firm.
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USTDA Activity Number [To be completed by USTDA ]

Activity Title [To be completed by USTDA ]

1. Full Legal Name of U.S. Firm

2. Full Legal Name of Owner

4. Telephone number

Other (specify)

ATTACHMENT A

7. Type of Ownership

8. If Owner has owners (e.g., shareholder, partner,
trustee), provide a list of such owners and the
percentage of their ownership.  Please complete an
additional Attachment A for each owner whose
ownership percentage is 10% or more.  Please
ensure that the sum of percentages listed equals
100%. If the Owner is a U.S. publicly traded
company, please do not complete this section.

Name of owner Percentage (%) Ownership

U.S. Publicly Traded Company (i.e., offers securities for sale to the general public through a U.S. stock
exchange and is subject to SEC reporting requirements)

Private Company

Please attach additional sheets, as necessary.

5. Year Established (include any predecessor company(ies) and year(s)
established).  Please attach additional pages as necessary.

Name of Parent Entity9. If Owner is a subsidiary, please provide the name
of the Owner's parent entity(ies) and the percentage
of their ownership.  Please complete an additional
Attachment A for each parent entity identified here.
Please ensure that the sum of percentages listed
equals 100%.

6. Country of Owner's Principal Place of Business

3. Business Address of Owner

Percentage (%) Ownership

TO BE COMPLETED FOR ENTITIES ONLY

TO BE COMPLETED FOR ENTITIES AND INDIVIDUAL OWNERS

USTDA-Funded Feasibility Study, Technical Assistance, or Training Grant

U.S. Firm Ownership Information Form
Owner(s) and Parent Entity(ies)

This form shall be completed for each owner that owns 10% or more of the U.S. Firm, as well as any parent entity of the U.S. Firm ("Owner").  
An additional copy of this form shall be completed for each owner identified in this form that owns 10% or more in the Owner, as well as any 
parent of the Owner identified in this form.
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Title

(e.g., Director, President, Chief Executive Officer, 
Vice President(s), Secretary, Treasurer, or other 

applicable title)
*Please place an asterisk (*) next to the names of those 

directors and prinicpal officers who will be involved in the 
USTDA-funded activity.

Surname Given Name Middle Name

10. Provide a list of all of the Owner's directors and principal officers.  Please provide full names, including surname and given name.

Name

TO BE COMPLETED BY PRIVATE AND OTHER U.S. FIRMS ONLY
(Not Applicable for U.S. Publicly Traded Company)
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USTDA Activity Number [To be completed by USTDA ]

Activity Title [To be completed by USTDA ]

2. Full Legal Name of Subcontractor

4a.  Telephone Number 4b. Website

7. Address

8. Telephone
9. Email

Subcontractor may attach additional sheets, as necessary.

5. Year Established (include any predecessor company(ies) and year(s)
established).  Please attach additional pages as necessary.

Surname
Given Name

Subcontractor Point of Contact
6. Name

3. Business Address of Subcontractor

ATTACHMENT B

1. Full Legal Name of Prime Contractor U.S. Firm ("U.S. Firm")

USTDA-Funded Feasibility Study, Technical Assistance, or Training Grant

Subcontractor Information Form

This form is designed to enable the U.S. Trade and Development Agency ("USTDA") to obtain information about entities and individuals proposed for participation in 
USTDA-funded activities. Information in this form is used to conduct screening of entities and individuals to ensure compliance with legislative and executive branch 
prohibitions on providing support or resources to, or engaging in transactions with, certain individuals or entities with which USTDA must comply.



Subcontractor is a [check one] Corporation LLC Partnership Sole Proprietor Other (specify)

duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of: 10.

Subcontractor's Representations
The Subcontractor shall provide the following (or provide any explanation as to why any representation cannot be made), made as of the date of these 

representations:

A.

The Subcontractor certifies that the information provided in this form is true, correct, and complete. The Subcontractor understands and agrees that the U.S. Government may 

rely on the accuracy of this information in processing a request to participate in a USTDA-funded activity.  If at any time USTDA has reason to believe that any person or entity 

has willfully and knowingly provided incorrect information or made false statements, USTDA may take action under applicable law.  The undersigned represents and warrants 

that he/she has the requisite power and authority to sign on behalf of the Subcontractor.

The Subcontractor has all the requisite corporate power and authority to conduct its business as presently conducted, to participate in this 

USTDA-funded activity, and if the U.S. Firm is selected, to execute and deliver a subcontract to the U.S. Firm for the performance of the USTDA-

funded activity.  The Subcontractor is not debarred, suspended, or to the best of its knowledge or belief, proposed for debarment or ineligible 

for the award of contracts by any federal or state governmental agency or authority.

Neither the Subcontractor nor any of its directors and principal officers have, within the ten-year period preceding the submission of these 

representations, been convicted of or had a judgment rendered against them for: commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection with 

obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a federal, state, or local government contract or subcontract; violation of federal or state 

antitrust statutes relating to the submission of offers; or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of 

records, making false statements, tax evasion, violating federal or state criminal tax laws, or receiving stolen property.

B.

Neither the Subcontractor, nor any of its directors and principal officers, is presently indicted for, or otherwise criminally or civilly charged with, 

commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph B above.

C.

There are no federal or state tax liens pending against the assets, property, or business of the Subcontractor. The Subcontractor has not, within 

the three-year period preceding the submission of these representations, been notified of any delinquent federal or state taxes in an amount 

that exceeds US$3,000 for which the liability remains unsatisfied.  Taxes are considered delinquent if (a) the tax liability has been fully 

determined, with no pending administrative or judicial appeals; and (b) a taxpayer has failed to pay the tax liability when full payment is due 

and required.

D.

The Subcontractor has not commenced a voluntary case or other proceeding seeking liquidation, reorganization, or other relief with respect to 

itself of its debts under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or other similar law.  The Subcontractor has not had filed against it an involuntary petition 

under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or any similar law.

E.

The selected Subcontractor shall notify the U.S. Firm and USTDA if any of the representations are no longer true, 
correct, and complete during the period of the Subcontractor’s involvement in the above-captioned Activity.

11. Name

12. Title

13. Full Legal Name of Subcontractor

14. Signature

15. Date
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APPENDIX 5 
 
 

CRITERIA FOR WITHHOLDING APPROVAL OF THE CONTRACTOR SELECTED BY 
A GRANTEE FOR A GRANT ACTIVITY 

  



 

USTDA advances the infrastructure goals of developing and middle-income countries by awarding 
grant funds to overseas project sponsors (Grantees) for project preparation activities such as 
feasibility studies, technical assistance, pilot projects, environmental social impact assessments 
and front-end engineering and design projects (Grant Activities). These grant funds, in turn, fund 
work conducted by a U.S. firm (the Contractor) pursuant to a contract between the Grantee and the 
Contractor. As the financier of the Grant Activities, USTDA must approve the Contractor selected 
by the Grantee to carry out a Grant Activity, as well as the sub-contractor(s) proposed by the 
Contractor or Grantee. For purposes of this statement of policy, the term Contractor will also 
include any sub-contractor(s) proposed for USTDA Grant Activities. USTDA may withhold its 
approval if the selected Contractor fails to demonstrate its ability to meet USTDA’s standards. 

 
USTDA has a fiduciary duty to safeguard taxpayer funds by ensuring they are used responsibly 
and effectively. One of the ways it does this is by attempting to ensure that the Grant Activities 
USTDA finances are high-quality and can contribute to the development of implementable 
infrastructure projects. 

 
While USTDA cannot assume responsibility for Grantees’ decisions regarding which Contractors 
are best suited to their needs, USTDA may withhold its approval of a Contractor proposed by a 
Grantee for a particular Grant Activity on the following grounds: 

 
1. Failure to Demonstrate the Ability to Satisfy USTDA’s Requirements. If a Contractor 

does not demonstrate the ability to satisfy USTDA’s policy or administrative requirements, 
including the requirements established by the USTDA grant agreement, the mandatory 
contract clauses attached to the grant agreement template (the Mandatory Clauses) or other 
general or activity- specific USTDA requirements, USTDA will withhold its approval of 
the selection of that Contractor for the Grant Activity. 

 
2. Failure to Demonstrate the Ability to Satisfy the Technical and Substantive 

Requirements of the Grant Activity. Each USTDA Grant Activity is governed by Terms 
of Reference (ToRs). USTDA may withhold its approval of the selection of a Contractor 
for a Grant Activity if the Contractor does not demonstrate that it has the technical or 
substantive expertise and necessary personnel to complete the ToRs and other obligations 
under the contract to either USTDA’s or the Grantee’s standards. 

 
3. Financial Capacity. USTDA carries out credit screenings and investigates bankruptcy and 

other financial delinquencies to determine the financial health and sustainability of 
Contractors. If USTDA’s findings indicate that the Contractor’s financial health is 
uncertain and could put the Contractor’s ability to perform its obligations in jeopardy, 
USTDA may withhold its approval of the selection of that Contractor for the Grant Activity. 

 
4. Conflict of Interest. If the Contractor has a conflict of interest, as defined in the Mandatory 

Clauses, that appears likely to impair the objectivity of the Contractor or the Contractor’s 
ability to carry out the ToRs, USTDA may withhold its approval of the selection of that 
Contractor for the Grant Activity. 



 

 
5. Audit Findings or Exceptions, or Failure to Meet Prior Contractual Obligations to 

USTDA. USTDA may withhold its approval of the selection of a Contractor for a Grant 
Activity if the Contractor has received audit findings or exceptions related to other 
USTDA Grant Activities that suggest the Contractor will not be able to effectively carry 
out the ToRs or otherwise meet USTDA’s contractual requirements. USTDA may also 
withhold its approval of the Contractor selection if the Contractor has not remitted funds 
that it owes to the U.S. government from the close-out of previous USTDA grant 
activities. Similarly, USTDA may withhold its approval of the Contractor selection if the 
Contractor has failed to meet USTDA’s contractual requirements for other Grant 
Activities, including but not limited to delinquency in success fee reporting, failure to 
meet cost share requirements or other noncompliance with the Mandatory Clauses. 

 
6. Debarment. If the Contractor has been debarred by the federal government, state or local 

government, or an international organization such as the World Bank, United Nations or a 
regional multilateral development bank, USTDA may withhold its approval of the 
selection of that Contractor for the Grant Activity. 

 
7. Violation of Standards of Conduct. If the Contractor has violated the law or standards 

of professional or ethical conduct of the U.S. or other countries, particularly those related 
to bribery and corruption, or has otherwise demonstrated behavior that raises serious 
integrity concerns regarding the Contactor and/or its employees, USTDA may withhold 
its approval of the selection of that Contractor for the Grant Activity. 

 
Significant Negative Performance Reviews. If the Contractor has received one or more 
significant negative performance reviews from U.S. government entities that suggest that the 
Contractor will not be able to effectively carry out the ToRs or otherwise meet USTDA’s 
contractual requirements, USTDA may withhold its approval of the selection of that 
Contractor for the Grant Activity. 
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